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1.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
1 .1.  Introduction 
The  Guidance  Section of the  EAGGF  is much  smaller,  in terms of  appro-
priations,  than  the  Guarantee  Section - in  fact  less than  10  % of  the 
financial  resources  available  for  guarantee purposes  is assigned to 
guidance  work. 
Nonetheless,  the  work  of the  Guidance  Section  - participation  in  finan-
cing  Community  policy on  agricultural  structures- not  only  covers  a 
wide  range  of tasks  but,  because of  the  nature of  its contribution,  has 
a  direct  impact  on  the  situation  in  agriculture,  in  a  way  distinguishing 
it from  the  work  of  the  Guarantee  Section  . 
The  Guidance  Section  contributes  towards  : 
financing  common  measures  approved  by  the  Council  with  a  view  to the 
achievement  of  the objectives  set  out  in  Article 39  (1)  (a)  of the 
Treaty; 
- financing  individual  measures  approved  by  the  Council  before  the 
adoption  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/701. 
The  Section  helps  to  finance  these  schemes  in two  different  ways.  For 
most  schemes,  the  technique  consists  in  reimbursing  part of the  eligible 
expenditure  made  by  the  Member  States  (indirect  measures).  For  other 
schemes,  direct  subsidies are  made  for  projects  which  are  in  Line  with 
the  objectives of  the  common  measures  in  question  (direct  measures). 
In  contrast  with  previous  years,  when  the  breakdown  of  appropriations 
actually  committed  among  the  three  main  areas of  action  (see  table p.  2) 
gave  virtually equal  amounts  for  each  field,  commitments  for  production 
structures  were  much  Larger  in  1980.  This  is because of better utiliza-
tion of  appropriations  in  the  budget,  in particular because  of  the 
implementation  of  certain new  measures  in  respect  of  which  advance  pay-
ments  could  be  made.  In  addition,  expenditure  for  socio-structural 
measures  increased  appreciably  even  beyond  budget  ceilings.  This  is 
mainly  because  of  changes  made  in  1980  in  the  reimbursement  system,  the 
effect  of  which  was  a  sharp  acceleration  in  the  payment  of  the  Community 
contribution. 
OJ  No  L 94,  28.4.1970,  p.  13 - 2  -
Breakdown  of  EAGGF  Guidance  Section  appropriations  for  1980 
according  to field  concerned 
Commitment  appropriations 
1980  budget  (after  Appropriations 
transfer  of  appro- actually  committed 
1)  Socio-structural 
measures 
2)  Production  structures 
3)  Marketing  and 
processing 
Totals 
priations)  plus 
appropriations 
ried over  from 







180  97  % 
270  88  % 
140  96  % 
(+  33,5)1 
590  93  % 
(+  33,5) 1 
1Appropriations  recovered  and  re-used  for  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77. - 3  -
In  the past,  one  of  the  Guidance  Section's main  problems  has  been  the 
Low  degree  of utilization of  appropriations  earmarked  for  the  various 
measures. 
The  figures  for  1980  show  that  action  taken  by  the  Commission  has  been 
effective  in  remedying  this  situation and  in  ensuring  the  actual  commit-
ment  of appropriations  approved. 
Thus  in  1980  total  Guidance  Section aid  was  about  625  MEUA  (including 
33.5  MEUA  in  recovered  appropriations),  the  highest  amount  spent  in  a 
single year  for  the  improvement  of agricultural  structures  since  the 
inception  of  the  EAGGF.  At  almost  30  %,  the  increase over  the previous 
year  was  a  Large  one. 
325  MEUA  were  granted  in  respect  of  indirect  measures  and  300  in  respect 
of  direct  measures. 
Particular efforts  were  made  especiaLLy  in  relation to  Italy and  these 
helped  to  improve  the situation  in  that  Member  State. 
Details  in  respect  of  the  various  measures  undertaken  are  as  follows 
Among  the  common  measures,  the  scheme  for  the  improvement  of marketing 
and  processing  conditions  for  agricultural  products1  was  once  again  in 
1980,  as  in previous  years,  the  scheme  involving  the  heaviest  commitments 
of  appropriations  :  173.6  MEUA  were  assigned  to this  measure,  including 
83.3  MEUA  for  the  "horizontal" measure,  49.6  MEUA  in  respect  of appropria-
tions assigned  to  action  in  certain  southern  regions,  7.2  MEUA  in  respect 
of appropriations  for  action  in  western  Ireland  and  33.5  MEUA  in  respect 
of  appropriations  recovered  against  projects  not  carried out  or  scaled 
down. 
The  second  measure  in  terms  of  funds  involved  is still that  provided  for 
by  Directive  No  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in 
certain  Less-favoured  areas2• 
Payments  in  this  respect  reached  88.6  MEUA  in  1980,  compared  with  82.5 
MEUA  in  1979.  Real  spending  is  thus  fairly stable. 
1oJ  No  L  51,  23.2.1977,  p.  1 
2  OJ  No  L  128,  19.5.1975,  p.  1 - 4  -
The  rate of  increase  in  expenditure  in  respect  of  Directive  No  72/159/EEC1 
on  the  modernization  of  farms  was  much  the  same  as  in  previous  years. 
Having  reached  86.5  MEUA,  spending  under  this  heading  very  nearly matches 
that  in  respect  of  Directive  No  75/268/EEC. 
The  share  borne  by  the  Guidance  Section  (40  %)  of  expenditure  under  Regu-
Lation  (EEC)  No  1078/772  concerning  premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of milk 
and  milk  products  and  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  came  to 82.3  MEUA. 
The  first  aid decisions  were  taken  in  1980  for  the  three direct  measures 
for  agriculture  in  Mediterranean  regions,  i.e.  improvement  of  infrastructure 
<Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/783), reafforestation  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/794) 
and  irrigation  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1362/785). 
47.8  MEUA  were  granted  for  irrigation, 33.2  MEUA  for  forestry  and  29.1  MEUA 
for  infrastructure. 
As  for  proposals  for  new  measures,  the  Council  adopted  in  1980,  apart  from 
the  three measures  relating to  wine6  already mentioned  in  the 9th  Financial 
Report,  only  measures  concerning  swine  fever  Decisions  No  80/1096/EEC7 
(horizontal  measure)  and  No  80/1097/EEC8Cfor  a  measure  in  Sardinia). 
1  OJ  No  L  36,  23.4.1972,  p. 
20J  No  L  131,  26.5.1977,  p.  1 
30J  No  L  204,  28.7.1978,  p. 
40J  No  L  38,  14.2.1979,  p. 
50J  No  L  166,  19.6.1978,  p.  11 
60J  No  L  57,  29.2.1980,  p. 16,  23  and  27 
7  OJ  No  L  325,  1.12.1980,  p. 
80J  No  L  325,  1.12.1980,  p.  8 - 5  -




1.2.1.  Procedures 
a)  With  regard  to direct  measures,  the  implementing  regulations 
adopted  since  1978  for  the  harmonization  and  rationalization of 
aid applications  have  enabled  decision deadlines  to  be  met  despite 
the  sharp  increase  in  the  number  of  projects  submitted to  the 
Commission. 
As  for  aid payment  procedures,  the  Commission  followed  the  same 
principles and  therefore adopted,  for  the  measures  supporting  agri-
culture  in  Mediterranean  regions,  Regulations  (EEC)  No  2650/801, 
No  2416/802  and  No  3135/803,  which  establish procedures  for  the 
submission  of  applications  for  payment  of aid  and  for  the  examina-
tion of  these  applications  for  infrastructure,  reafforestation and 
irrigation projects. 
For  these  measures,  advance  payments  can  now  be  made,  for  the first 
time  since  the  inception of  the  EAGGF,  for  the  financing  of pro-
jects.  The  Regulations  mentioned  above  have  also established detai-
Led  rules  for  the  implementation  of this  new  procedure. 
Aid  beneficiaries made  full  use  of  the  facility,  especially  for 
reafforestation  and  irrigation,  for  which  20.6  MEUA  and  38.2  MEUA 
respectively  were  paid  out  in  1980. 
b)  As  regards  measures  with  reimbursement  the  changes  made  concerning 
the payment  of  the  Community  share  under  the  socio-structural 
directives  have  achieved their object  of  speeding  up  and  increasing 
the payments  made  during  the  current  year. 
In  addition,  the  system  of  advance  payments  introduced  for  certain 
measures  was  used  by  Ireland and  France  in  connection  with  measures 
for  drainage  in  western  Ireland,  the  restructuring  and  conversion 
of  wine-growing  Land  in  certain  Mediterranean  regions  and  the  con-
version  of  certain  wine-growing  areas  in  the  region  of  Charentes. 
OJ  No  L 273,  17.10.1980,  p.  10 
OJ  No  L 249,  20.  9.1980,  p.  5 
OJ  No  L 329,  5.12.1980,  p.  10 - 6  -
1.2.2.  Information 
As  in  the  past,  information  provided  to  the public  by  the  Commission 
was  mainly  concerned  with  direct  subsidies  to  investment  projects, 
this  type  of aid  being  the  one  most  Likely  to attract  fairly general 
interest,  since  the  Community's  intervention  is direct  and  since  such 
projects  are often  of  very  great  importance  at  Local  or  regional  Level. 
In  addition  it  was  noted that,  where  information  boards  were  displayed 
near  the  Locations  of  investment,  the  Community  aid  was  only  rarely 
included  in  the  data  given.  The  Commission  therefore  started to  request 
all  beneficiaries,  in  its  Letter  informing  them  of  the  award  of grant, 
to  ensure  that  the  Community's  contribution  was  mentioned  in  any  publi-
city given  to their projects. 
1.2.3.  Coordination 
The  Task  Force  on  the  coordination  of  financial  instruments  having 
structural  purposes  continued  to  coordinate  the  work  of  the  Guidance 
Section  with  that  of  other  Community  funds,  supplementing  normal  contacts 
between  the  various  departments. 
1.2.4.  Budgetary  arrangements 
a)  Funds  available 
Article  6  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  established the  annual  allo-
cation  of  funds  for  the  Guidance  Section  at  285  MUA.  This  amount 
was  raised  to  325  MUA  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2788/72  when  Ireland, 
Denmark  and  United  Kingdom  joined the  Community. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  929/79  changed  the  system  of  allocation of 
appropriations  to  the  Guidance  Section.  Since  1  Januari  1980,  there 
has  been  no  fixed  annual  allocation  for  the  Section,but  the  appro-
priations entered  each  year  in  the  Budget  are  established  in accor-
dance  with  normal  budgetary  procedure,  on  the  basis of  needs  foreseen 
for  the  relevant  year. - 7  -
The  total  for  the  five-year  period  1980-84  was  fixed  at  3  600  MEUA. 
This  amount  was  raised  to  3  755  MEUA  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3509/801  to 
cover  the  accession of Greece. 
Each  five-year  period  stands  on  its own.  As  a  result,  appropriations  re-
maining  at  the  end  of  a  five-year  period  must  be  deducted  from  the  total 
for  the  following  five  years.  Accordingly,  appropriations  remaining  from 
the  year  1979  to  1980,  amounting  to  182.40  MEUA,  must  be  deducted  from 
the  five-year  ceiling  for  1980  to  1984.  However  virtually all  these  appro-
priations  were  committed  during  1980.  Non-committed  appropriations  falling 
to  be  cancelled at  31.12.1980  will  be  reintroduced  in  a  later budget 
(2.27  MEUA). 
b)  Utilization of  appropriations 
In  the  1980  budget  an  amount  of  428.3  MEUA  had  been  earmarked  as  appro-
priations  for  commitment  and  an  amount  of 308.7  MEUA  as  appropriations  for 
payment.  In  addition,  amounts  of 34.0  MEUA  had  been  approved  as  appropria-
tions  for  commitment  and  13.6  MEUA  as  appropriations  for  payment,  in  res-
pect  of measures  not  yet  approved  at  the  time  by  the  Council.  These  appro-
priations  were  entered  in  Chapter  100. 
Further  to  the  adoption  by  the  Council  of  some  of  these  proposals,  amounts 
of  23.2  MEUA  in  appropriations  for  commitments  and  of  9  MEUA  in  appropria-
tons  for  payment  were  transferred during  the  year  from  Chapter  100  to 
Chapter  8.  Furthermore,  appropriations of 2.3  MEUA  were  transferred  from 
the  Guarantee  Section  to  the  Guidance  Section  for  commitment  and  payment. 
The  appropriations  for  commitment  remaining  from  1979  to 1980  totalled 
182.40  MEUA  and  the  appropriations  for  payment  carried over  were  213.02  MEUA. 
In  addition,  during  1980,  the  amount  of  10.18  MEUA  was  added  to  the  appro-
priations  for  commitments,  resulting  from  renunciations  in  accordance  with 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/752  and  following  adjustments  to  remanet  commitments 
due  to  variations  in  the  rates of  exchange  for  the  EUA. 
Thus,  appropriations  for  commitment  available  were 
428.83  MEUA  +  23.2  +  2.3 +  182.40  +  10.18  =  646.91  MEUA, 
and  appropriations  for  payment  available were 
308.7  MEUA  +  9  +  2.3  +  213.02 = 533.02  MEUA. 
1oJ  No  L 367,  31.12.1980,  p.  87 
2
oJ  No  L 315,  5.12.1975,  p.  1 - 8  -
Utilization of  appropriations  for  commitment  was  594,63  MEUA  i.e. 
92  %,  and  that  of appropriations  for  payment  was  479,44  MEUA 
i.e.  90  %. 
Utilization  of  appropriations  showed  an  appreciable  improvement 
over  the  previous  year  <the  corresponding  percentages  for  1979 
were  69.5%  and  46.5  %). 
2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
2.1.  Common  measure  for  the  processing  and  marketing  of agricultural  products 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77) 
2.1.1.  Financing  of  projects  relating  to  1980 
The  Commission  granted  a  total  of  173  559  258  EUA  of  aid to  566 
projects  under  decisions  dated  30  June  and  23  December  19801•  In 
1979  the  aid  was  133  586  709  EUA  for  370  projects. 
The  566  projects  subsidized  by  the  Guidance  Section  represent  a 
total  investment  of  732  525  934  EUA,  or  an  average  investment  of 
1  294  215  EUA  per  project;  average  aid  per  project  is 306  642  EUA. 
Annexes  6  to  13  give  details  concerning  the  award  of aid  and 
payments  made  under  this  Regulation. 
2.1.2.  Programmes 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  provides  that  the  projects  have  to  be 
incorporated,  after  a  provisional  period,  in  sectoral  programmes 
approved  by  the  Commission. 
Since  1  January  1979,  projects  incorporated  in  programmes  have 
enjoyed priority treatment,  and,  from  1980  onwards,  where  the  pro-
ject  is  not  part  of  a  programme,  Fund  aid  may  not  exceed  15  % of 
the  investment  in  the  case  of  horizontal  measures  and  25  % in  res-
pect  of  regions  and  categories of project  covered  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1361/78. 
1oJ  No  C 218,  26.  8.1980,  p.  6,  and 
2oJ  No  c 347,  31.12.1980,  p.  10 - 9  -
From  1  Januari  1981,  only  projects  incorporated  in  programmes 
can  qualify  for  aid,  an  exception  having  been  made,  however,  for 
1980  for  projects  in Greece  and  in  western  Ireland. 
Up  to  the  beginning  of  March  1981,  the  Member  States  had  intro-
duced  111  programmes,  86  of  which  have  been  approved. 
Investments  planned  under  these  programmes  totals  about  6  900  MEUA, 
as  follows 
1  450  MEUA  for  France,  1  020  MEUA  for  Italy,  970  MEUA  for  the 
United  Kingdom,  1  170  MEUA  for  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany, 
615  MEUA  for  Denmark,  525  MEUA  for  Ireland,  320  MEUA  for  the 
Netherlands,  290  MEUA  for  Belgium  and  495  MEUA  for  Greece. 
More  details  with  regard  to  these  programmes  are given  in  Annexes 
14  and  15. 
2.2.  Measures  for  Mediterranean  areas 
In  1980,  the  first  aid  decisions  were  adopted  in  connection  with  irri-
gation  schemes  for  the  Mezzogiorno  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1362/781), 
infrastructure  in  rural  areas  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1760/782)  and  re-
afforestation  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  269/793). 
ALL  in all, 150  special  projects and  programmes  have  enjoyed  support 
in  an  amount  of  110  MEUA  (details are given  in  Annex  19). 
Because  of  the  new  advance-payment  facility,  60  MEUA  were  paid before 
the  end  of  the  year. 
2.3.  Conversion  projects  in  the  cod-fishing  industry 
<Regulation  CEEC)  No  2722/724) 
In  1980,  0.3  MEUA  were  paid  in  respect  of projects  completed. 
1oJ  No  L 166,  19.  6.1978,  p.  11 
2oJ  No  L 204,  28.  7.1978,  p. 
3oJ  No  L  38,  14.  2.1979,  p.  1 
4oJ  No  L 291,  28.12.1972,  p.  30 - 10  -
2.4.  Interim  common  measure  for  inshore  fishing 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/781) 
On  29  March  1980,  the  Commission  approved  the grant  of  aid  under  this 
scheme2  to  97  projects,  representing  a  total  investment  of  54  700  844  EUA, 
an  average  investment  of  563  926  EUA  per  project;  the  average  aid  per 
project  was  154  632  EUA. 
The  97  projects  included  81  for  the  construction of  fishing  vessels  for 
aid granted of  11  602  816  EUA  and  16  for  the  construction or  modernization 
of  aquaculture  facilities  for  aid  granted of 3  396  535  EUA. 
Other  information  concerning  the  grant  of  aid  is given  in  Annex  20. 
2.5.  Earthquake  in  Friuli-Venezia  Giulia  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1505/763) 
Of  the  96  projects  financed  in  1976,  for  LIT  28  125  million,  only  6  have 
so  far  been  settled. 
However,  all  the  projects  are  now  in  hand  and  the  payments  made  as  at 
31  December  1980  totalled just  over  LIT  9  ODD  million or 32%  of  total 
aid.  It  should  be  noted  that  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the  aid granted  re-
presented,  at  the  rate  of  LIT  625  for  one  unit  of account,  an  amount  of 
45  million  unites  of  account,  but  that  the  rate  became  variable  and  in 
December  was  LIT  1  212.95  for  one  unit  of account,  the  amount  to  be 
carried over  of  about  LIT  19  123  million  is  now  only  15  765  817.56  EUA, 
or  about  a  third of  the  original  commitment. 
2.6.  The  "David"  and  "Frederic"  Hurricanes  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  2395/794) 
1  OJ 
20J 
Of  the  amount  of  FF  70  400  000  committed  in  1979,  the  Commission  paid  in 
the  same  year  an  advance  amount  of  FF  46  400  000  for  the  reconstitution 
of  banana  plantations. 
Article  4(3)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2395/79  stipulates  that  France  would 
send  in  a  progress  report 
received  this  report. 
No  L 211,  1 •  8.1978,  p.  30 
No  c 112,  7.  5.1980,  p.  13 
by  1  October  1980.  The  Commission  has  not  yet 
3oJ  No  L 168,  28.  6.1976,  p.  9 
4oJ  No  L 275,  1.11.1979,  p. - 11  -
2.7.  Management  problems 
a)  Projects  not  executed 
In  1980,  123  beneficiaries  declined  some  or all of the  aid granted. 
As  a  result,  the  following  amounts  were  re-used 
Germany  DM  2  932  550  Ireland  IRL  170  349 
Belgium  BFR  17  915  997  Netherlands  HFL  4  008  474 
France  FF  36  853  061  United  Kingdom  UKL  789  122 
Italy  LIT  9  669  733  835 
In  addition,  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75  and  No  355/77,  the 
Commission  cancelled aid  granted  to  11  beneficiaries  who  had  not 
started the  work  within  two  years  of notification.  This  allowed  re-






42  180 
108  361 
LIT  1  383  083  100 
b)  Projects  costing  Less  than  expected 
Ireland  IRL 
United  Kingdom  UKL 
10  045 
33  662 
In  1980,  13  451  503  EUA  were  withheld  from  beneficiaries  who  had 
carried out  projects  involving  Less  eligible expenditure  than  forecast. 
The  amounts  were  re-used  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  and  No 
1361/78  (see  Annex  13). 
c)  Projects  carried  out  without  proper  compliance  with  stipulated 
conditions 
In  1980,  the  Commission  reduced  or  cancelled  aid granted to  four 
projects  under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC,  financial  or other  conditions 
not  having  been  complied  with. 
As  a  result,  an  amount  of 193  853  EUA  is  to  be  cancelled. 
The  projects  were  1  German  project, 
ject  and  1  Italian project. 
Belgian  project,  1  French  pro-- 12  -
d)  Delayed  applications  for  payment 
As  in  previous  years,  the  settlements  were  delayed  most  in  Italy 
and  in  Ireland. 
Reasons  for  the  delays  were  mainly  that  it took  so  Long  to  get  work 
started,  that  it took  so  Long  to  execute  the  work,  and  also that 
there  were  sometimes  administrative  hold-ups  in  the  preparation  and 
submission  of  payment  applications. 
The  tables  relating  to payments  show,  however,  that  payment  tempos 
have  speeded  up,  particularly with  regard  to  advances.  In  this 
context,  it must  be  remembered  that  an  improvement  can  only  be  rela-
tively  slow  and  gradual. - 13  -
3.  INDIRECT  MEASURES 
3.1.  The  data  relating to  the  financing  of  indirect  measures  are  given 
in  the  tables  indicated below  : 
a)  socio-structural  Directives  Annexes  27  to  29 
b)  measures  for  Less-favoured  regions 
- Directive  No  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and 
farming  in  certain  Less-favoured  areas  and  Directive  No 
78/627/EEC  on  the  restructuring  and  conversion  of  wine-growing 
Annexes  30  and  31 
c)  structural  measures  connected  with  the  common  organizations 
- Hop  and  fruit  and  vegetable producers•  organizations  (Regulations 
(EEC)  No  1696/71  and  1035/72)  :  Annex  33 
Measure  to  encourage  beef  production  and  premiums  for  the  non-
marketing  of  milk  <Regulations  (EEC)  No  1353/73  and  1078/77)  : 
Annex  34 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  leucosis  in  cattle 
(Directive  No  77/391/EEC)  :  Annex  35 
Measure  of  conversion  of  wine-growing  and  measure  in  aid of 
Community  citrus fruit  (Regulations  (EEC)  No  1163/76  and  2511/69) 
Annex  36 
- Measures  for  reorganizing  Community  fruit  production  (Regulations 
(EEC)  No  2517/69  and  794/76)  and  producers'  organizations  in  the 
fisheries  sector  <Regulation  (EEC)  No  100/76)  :  Annex  37. (2) 
- 14  -
3.2.  The  Commission  adopted  the  implementing  arrangements  relating  to 
applications  for  reimbursement  and  to  the  payment  of  advances  for 
the  measure  concerning  the  programme  for  the acceleration and  guidance 
of  collective  irrigation operations  in  Corsica. 
3.3.  The  justification of  fixed  aid to  Italy  : 
The  payments  situation established on  the  basis  of  reports  from  Italy 
was  the  following  on  31  August  1980  : 
Aids  granted  on  the basis of 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  130/66  130/66  159/66 
Art.  4  Art. 12 
a)  Aid  paid  by  the  EAGGF  45.0  MEUA  15.0  MEUA  87.30  MEUA  Guidance  Section  to  Italy 
b)  Aids  paid  by  the  Italian 
Government  to  the  bene- 64.7  MEUA  16.4  MEUA  71.57  MEUA 
ficiaries 
c)  Amount  not  settled  - - 15.73  MEUA 
The  situation at  31  December  1980  is still not  known,  but  according  to 
an  interim  report  finalized  on  31  August  1980,  expenditure  had  made 
some  progress.  In  the  judgement  handed  down  on  10  December  1980,  the 
Court  of  Justice  ruled,  further  to  an  appeal  from  the  Commission  dated 
8  June  1978,  that  Italy  had  failed  to  use  the  Community  appropriations 
by  the  deadlines  set. - 15  -
4.  VERIFICATION  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
4.1.  Verification of  direct  measures 
a)  Checking  of  applications  for  payment 
Checking  of  documents  sent  in  by  the  Member  States  to  the  Commission 
in  1980  showed  that  in 329  cases  payment  would  have  to  be  refused 
because  of  insufficient  data,  mainly  for  the  following  reasons 
- technical  description of  work  completed  and  compliance  with 
estimates; 
- financing  of  actual  expenditure; 
- date  of  commencement  of  work; 
- conditions  laid down  by  the decision. 
These  refusals,  followed  by  requests  for  additional  information,  con-
cerned  20%  of  payment  applications- 29%  for  France,  18  %for 
Denmark,  33.5  % for  the  United  Kingdom,  29  % for  Italy,  11  % for  the 
Netherlands,  24  % for  Ireland,  3.5  % for  Germany  and  9.5  % for 
Belgium. 
In  the great  majority of  cases,  supplementary  information  sent  in 
dispelled  the  doubts  with  regard  to  the original applications  and  the 
payments  were  made.  However,  in  11  cases,  the  assistance  requested 
had  to  be  cancelled or  reduced.  Of  these  cases,  6  were  French,  2 
Belgian,  2  Irish and  1  Dutch. 
b)  Inspection  on  the  spot 
In  1980,  inspection visits  were  made  to  25  projects  - 3  in  Italy, 
2  in  Germany,  1  in  the  Netherlands,  3  in  Denmark,  5  in  Ireland,  5  in 
the  United  Kingdom,  3  in  France,  1  in  Belgium  and  in  Luxembourg. 
Eight  briefing  sessions  were  held,  not  only  in Brussels,  but  also  in 
Italy,  Denmark,  United  Kingdom  and  Luxembourg.  These  seminars,  con-
cerned  mainly  with  Regulation  CEEC)  No  355/77,  enabled  Commission 
officials to obtain  fuller  information  on  national  verification pro-
cedures,  to  detect  any  weaknesses  and  to  suggest  improvements  of  a 
kind  likely  to  reduce  the  high  number  of  requests  for  additional 
information. - 16  -
4.2.  Verification of  indirect  measures 
4.2.1.  Verification of  payment  applications 
A total  number  of  reimbursement  applications to  be  processed  was 
116  in  1980,  but  7  800  individual  files and  other  information  for 
approximately  another  4  000  beneficiaries also  had  to  be  scruti-
nized. 
4.2.2.  Inspection  on  the  spot 
a)  General  socio-structural  measures 
Directive  No  72/159/EEC 
In  1980,  5  inspections on  the  spot  were  made  in  connection  with 
this measure 
Denmark 
The  inspection  visit  was  to  the  Ministry of  Agriculture  and  to 
the  Statens  Jordlovsudvalg  in  Copenhagen,  and  to the  regional 
offices  for  Nordjyllands  Amt  at  Aarhus  Amt. 
Five  farmers  implementing  a  development  plan  and  one  group  set 
up  for  mutual  help  between  farms  were  also  visited. 
It  was  found  that  the  Community  rules  had  been  complied  with. 
Germany 
The  verification  was  carried out  at  the  Amt  fur  Land- und  Wasser-
wirtschaft  Lubeck  (Schleswig-Holstein)  and  at  the  ~mter fur 
Agrarstruktur  Luneburg  and  Hannover  (Niedersachsen).  Four  re-par-
celling  operations  and  an  irrigation  scheme  were  visited and  on 
each  occasion  one  of  the  farms  involved  was  also visited. 
It  was  found  that  most  of  the  Community  rules  had  been  complied 
with.  However,  it  was  found 
that  there  were  differing  interpretations as  to 
the  manner  of  implementing  certain rules.  The  Member  State was 
asked  to  send  supplementary  information,  with  a  view  to  solving 
outstanding  problems  and  to  settlement  of  payments  still due. 
France 
The  Ministry  of  Agriculture  in  Paris  and  the  Departmental  Direc-
torates  for  Agriculture  for  Ain  and  Jura  were  visited.  Inspection 
on  the  spot  showed  that  national  legislation and  specific provi-
sions  were  in  Line  with  Community  requirements. - 17  -
Ireland 
The  Department  of  Agriculture  in  Dublin  and  the  regional  offices of  the 
counties  of  Carlow  and  Kilkenny  were  visited.  Two  beneficiary  farms  were 
also visited. 
With  regard  to  the  application of  Community  rules,  some  problems  of  inter-
pretation  were  noted  and  are  now  being  studied. 
United  Kingdom 
The  Ministry  of  Agriculture,  Fisheries  and  Food  and  the  Divisional  offices 
in  Exeter  and  Cardiff  were  visited.  The  inspection  showed  that  Community 
Legislation  is  in  general  properly applied.  However,  certain questions of 
interpretation  call  for  more  careful  examination. 
Directive  No  72/161/EEC 
An  inspection visit  was  made  to  France. 
It took  place  in  Paris  at  the  Ministry  of  Agriculture  and  the  National 
Centre  for  the  Improvement  of  Farm  Structures.  The  visit  was  continued  in 
the  Department  of  Somme  at  the  regional  delegation of the  National  Centre 
and  at  the  Chamber  of  Agriculture.  Certain  problems  of  interpretation were 
noted.  Verification  did  not,  however,  prevent  settlement  of the  balance of 
aid  due. 
b)  Measures  to assist  less-favo~red areas 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC 
Two  inspection  visits  were  carried out  in  1980  in  connection  with  this 
measure. 
Germany 
Verification  took  place  at  the  Bavarian  Ministry  of  Agriculture  in  Munich, 
and  the  Amt  fur  Landwirtschaft  und  Tierzucht,  Traunstein. 
Documents  consulted  showed  that  the  aids  had  been  granted  in  accordance  with 
the  rules  in the  Directive. 
France 
The  visit  was  to  the  Ministry  of  Agriculture  in  Paris,  where  verification 
showed  that  the  reimbursement  application  was  properly made. 
Verification  continued  at  the  Departmental  Directorates  for  agriculture of 
Pyrenees-Atlantiques  and  of  Hautes-Pyrenees.  Verification  shows  that  the 
national  method  of  invoicing Title  IV  expenditure  to  the  EAGGF  was  wrong  and 
the  Member  State  was  asked  to  change  it. - 18  -
Directive  No  78/628/EEC 
The  Department  of  Agriculture  in  Dublin,  the  Farm  Development  Service 
Office  in  Castlebar,  in  county  Mayo,  and  the  Office of  Public  Works 
at  Headford  were  visited.  Two  farms  where  fields  were  being  drained 
were  visited and  three  main  drainage  schemes  were  visited. 
All  the  expenditure  for  1979  was  verified  and  found  to be  accurate. 
c)  Structural  measures  connected  with  common  organizations 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71 
In  connection  with  this measure,  an  inspection visit  was  made  in 
Belgium.  Differences  of  approach  with  regard  to  interpretation of  the 
definition of  the  conversion  and  restructuring  plan  and  of  the  recog-
nition of  producers'  associations  were  noted.  For  this  reason,  pending 
scrutiny of these  questions,  reimbursement  of  expenditure  made  in  1979 
was  deferred. 
Directive  No  77/391/EEC 
An  inspection visit  was  made  in  Belgium  concerning  expenditure  for  1978 
and  1979  for  the  eradication of brucellosis. 
Examination  of  the  data  and  of  the  national  implementing  provisions 
occasioned  no  comment. 
4.3.  Cases  of  irregularities  connected  with  the  Guidance  Section 
Cases  of  irregularities are  shown  in  the tables  in  Annexes  41  to 43. Award  of aid  from  the Fund,  by  Member  State,  up  to  31  December  1980  ANNEX  1 
DIRECT  MEASURES  (UA/EUA) (*) 
BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRELAND  !TALIA  LUXDIBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED  TOTAL  I  BELGIE  KINGOOI·I 
17/64  135.811.568  46.276.050  503.4 62.087  405.241.250  73.320.787  668.149.078  8.851.930  139.394.243  131t.641.539  2.115.148.540 
355/77  13.215.901  11.493.597  55.619.983  89.'•87.321  26.052.385  162.042.493  435.760  18.121.903  33.603.149  410.072.492 
1750/78  - - - 13.112.474  - 16.025.010  - - - 29.137.484 
269/79  - - - 9.951.221  - 23.271.455  - - - 33.222.676 
1362/78  - - - - - 47.730.823  - - - 47.780.823 
1852/78  168.037  574.352  491.952  1.273.977  6.323.661  6.543.637  - - 4.615.291  19.990.957 
2722/72  - - 2.868.852  6. 714.062  - - - - - 9.582.91'· 
1505/76  - - - - - 45.oco.ooo  - - - 45.000.000 
2395/79  - - - 12.115.000  - - - - - 12.115.000 
I 
TOTAL  I  149.195.506  58.343.999  562.442.874  537.895.313  105.696.833  968.812.546  9.287.690  157.516.146  172.859.979  z.m.oso.ssG 
I  MJIRECT  MEASURES 
In progress  21.859.200  41.47'1·.008  258.152.263  222.971+.753  79.685.938  33.842.570  1.800.269  39.050.253  246.146.451  944.993. 7os; 
Completed  7.631.521  242.505  39.807.069  29.1!99.511  618.365  175.679.709  7.797.944  7.545.213  418.061  269.039.898 ! 
I 
TOTAL  II  29.490.721  lj.1.716.513  297.959.332  252.274.264  80.304.303  209.522.279  9.606.213  ~6.595.466  246.564.512  1.214.033.603 ' 
TOTAL  I +  II  178.686.227  100.06Do512  86D.4D2.206  790.159.577  186.001.136  1.178. 334.825  18.893.903  204.111.612  419.m.491  3. 936.084.489 
I 
~-~-----------~~--
(*)  The  amounts  shown  in this table are  expressed  In UA  up  to 31.12.1977  and  In EUA  since 1.1.1978. 0  I  RECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  2 
Aid  granted  In  EUA  from  1 January  untll  31  December  1980 
Regulation  BELGIQUE/  DANIMRK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  I 
!Rr.LAND  IT ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED  TOTAL 
BELGIE  Kl NGDOii 
355/77  5.124.111  4.142.610  23.006.090  40.562.261  113.753.68~  65.927.610  22.584  7.251.131  13.669.176  173.559.258 
1852/78  168.037  297.675  491.952  I 
1.273.977  I 
3.932.367  I  4.489.673  - - 4.345.670  14.999.351 
17o0/78  - - - 13.112.4711-
I 
- I  16.02 s.o1 o  1  - - - 29.137.484 
269/79  - - - 9.951.221  - 23.271.455  I  - - - 33.222.676 
1362/78  - - - - - 47.780.823  - - - 47.780.823 
I 
TOTAL  5.292.148  4.440.285  23.498.042  I  64.993.933  17.686.052  1157.494.571  22.584  7.251.131  18.014.846  298.699.592 DIRECT  MEASURES  ~ 
Aid  payments  (In  EUA)  from  1 Januarl  to 31  December  1980 
RElliLATION  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DAN MARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
SELGI E  KINGDOM 
17/64  156.704.496,01  11.775.386,45  5.228.266,73  52.838.810,81  30.019.927,37  7.139.214,85  22.757.250,77  213.853,70  9.203.158,17  17.528.527,16 
355/77  51.902.841,73  3.941.610, 50  2.923.058,80  14.761.996,54  12.029.850,17  1.196.055,27  8.324.496,14  219.990,36  2.276.532,15  6.229.251,80 
2722/72  339.842,69  - - I  - 339.842,69  - - - - -
1852/78  8.048.707,41  168.148,82  5. 742,71  88.166,24  - 5.325.753,86  478.629,40  - - 1.982.266,38 
1505/76  4.021.126,15  - - - - - 4.021.126,15  - - -
2395/79  - - - - - - - - - -
1760/78  1.276.185,94  - - - 860.603,94  - 415.582,00  - - -
269/79  20.628.951,61  - - - 2.572.131,31  - 18.056. 820' 30  - - -
1362/78  38.200.000,00  - - - - - 38.200.000' 00  - - -
TOTAL  281.122.151,54  15.885.145,77  8.157.068,24  67.688.973,59  45.822.355,48  13.661.023.98  92.253.904,76  433.844,06  11.479.690. 32  25.740.145,34 . DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  4 
Aid  payments  up  to 31.12.1980  (EUA) 
REGULATION  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRMJCE  IRELAND  IT  ALIA  LUXEHBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
BELGIE  K!NGDOf!  I 
17/64  1.291.169.857, 85  101t.342.004,55  38.242.187.69  429.897.252,75  268.787.193,70  28.073.029,64  215.432.264,85  6.552.863,52  117.817.910,47  82.025.150,681 
355/77  66.631.172,50  4.971.116,65  3.185.532,77  21.469.356.25  14.546.771,61  1.470.207,42  9.294. 707,8 6  379.993,13  3.235.193,83  8.078.292,98 
2722/72  9.384.447,11  - - 2.868.852,46  6.515.594,65  - - - - -
1852/78  a. 595.509,63  168.148,82  5.742, 71  88.156,24  - 5.521.685, 84  829.499,64  - - 1.982.266,38 
1505/76  7  .480. 550.39  - - - - - 7.48D.550,39  - - -
2395/79  7.984.952,42  - - - 7.981f.952,42  - - - - -
1760/78  1.276.185, g4  - - - 860.603.94  - 415.582,00  - - -
269/79  20.628.951,61  - - - 2.572.131,31  - 18.056.820,30  - - -
1362/78  38.200.000,00  - - - - - 38.200.000,00  - - -
TOTAL  1.451.351.627,45  10 9.481.270, 02 !  41.433.463,17  454.323.627 '70  301.257.247,63  35.064.922,90  289.709.425,04  6.932.856,65  121.053.104,30  92. ass. 71 o. 04 
- - - --- - ·--MEASURES 
I,  GENERAL  SOCIO-STR\JCTURAL 
Directive  No  72/159/EEC  Payments: 
Dlrecl\ve  No  72/160/EEC  Payments 
Directive  No  72/161/EEC  Pay;enh 
TOTAL  I 
II.  TO  ASSIST  lESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS 
0\recl\ve No  75/268/EEC  Payaenh 
Directive  No  78/628/EEC  Payurrls 
Directive  No  78/627/EEC  Pay1ents 
Oirectlve  No  79/359/F.EC  Payments 
TOTAl  II 
Ill. STRUCTURAl  CONNECTED  VITH  COHHOH 
HARKfT  ORGANIZATIONS 
Regulation  (HC)  No  1353{73  Payaents 
Regulal\on  (EEC)  No  1o7Bm  Payunts 
Directive  Ho  17/Jgl/EEC  Payaents 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  794/76  Pay11ents 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76  Payments 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  Payatnis 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  Pay111ents 
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  1696/71  Payaents 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  100/76  Payments 
TOTAl  Ill  Pay11ents 
TOTAL  I- Ill  Pay•ents 
--~--
Pay•enh  1ade  \n  1980  for  general 
and  structural  1easures  connec  e 
BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND 
BELGIE 
2,512.287,52  7,115.292,16  19,Bg1,189,90 
.17,489,38  - ~9.382,68 
17.451,50  50.276,09  31\,28\,5\ 
2.607,228,40  7.465.568,25  20.794.857  12 




2,478,\\6,13  - 1\,4\8,718,!JI 
- - 1,294,256,17 
756,562,02  8.920.090,26  31.684.!132 ,31 
3,559.156,95  \2,198,72  \,\78,\85,64 
- - -




\,322,130,\9  a.962,288,98  \0,151.72\,,2 
9,408.105,02  16,127.857,23  75.701.300,12 






















ANNEX  5 
(In  EUA) 
IRELAND  ITALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAIIJ  UNITED  TOTAL  KINIDJM 
5.639.550,98  1,11!2.739,82  - 10,096.078' 1\  29.936.435,37  86.5\6,139,20 
\9,5\\,\9  - - 7,117,63  26,8\1,7\  738,936,66 
171.m,o9  ~7.945,99  - - 51.762,97  5,303.274,62 
5.860.513,56  1.690,685,81  - 10.103,255,11  30.018,0\0,08  92.~8.650,\8 
14.575,491,34  735,653,66  498,422,28  1.100,89  29,5\2,405,42  88.675.206,95 
3,725,382,67  - - - - 3.725.382,67 
- - - - - 5,526.946,98 
- - - - - 2,407,691,83 
18.300.87\,01  735,653,66  \98,422,28  1,100,89  29.512.405,42  100,335,23\,\3 
5,483,\\  - - S.\60,13  - 1,305,200,01 
3.326,686,99  - 1Z6,651,14  \,669.243, 95  19.o25.m  ,88  82.28\,65\,10 
3,869.315,02  - - - 1,605.946,20  31,627.9!11,\0 
- - - - - - - - - - - 10.137,110,\8 
- s. 957,801,5\  - - - 5,957,801,5\ 
3,,2115,86  1,\05,H6,06  - 10S.177 ,64  1\,139,25  1,651.606,33 
- - - - - 82.235,39 
9.756,\0  - - - 1,311,97  73.511,72 
7.215.527,71  7.363.2\7,60  126.651,1\  4,782.881,72  20,6\7,155,30  133,120.118,00 
31,\06,g15,28  9,789,587,07  625,073,\2  1\,887.238,38  80.207,600,80  326,01\.0iJI,gl DIRECT  ~EISURES  ANNEX  6 
Regtonal  breakdown  by  11e~~be  ..  State  of  projeds  financed  by  the  Guidance  Section- Regulation  {EEC)  No  355/77- Year  1980 
('000  E1JA) 
BU-/BELGIE  DANIIARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRE LIND  IHLIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEOERLINO  UNIHD  KINilJOH 
AeQions  No  o  Aid  Regions  No  of  Aid  Regions  Ro  of  Aid  Regions  No  of  Aid  Regions  No  of  Aid  Regions  No  of  Aid  Regions  No  of  Aid  Raglans  ~o of  Aid  Regions  No  of  lid  pro]. granted  pro}.  granted  pro}.,  granted  pro].  granted  proj.  granted  pro}.  granted  IJ>roj.  granted  pro].  granted  proj.  qcan\ed 
Flandn:  StorkJb.,...  Schlesv\g- lle-de- Donegal  3  876  Piuonte  \  1.025  1  23  Gron1ngen  1  112  North  1  76  e~rlrnh14  havn  - - Holstein  13  1.825  France  - - North-West  2  287  Valle 
Friesland  2  m  Yorkshire- Chupagne- d1Aosta  1  119  Vast-
~st for  Hamburg  - -
Hu111berside  3  732  Ylaandera  7  932  Ardennes  2  1.371  Horth-East  6  1.852  llgurla  - - Drenthe  1  55  Storebaelt 
Nieder- Picardie  - - lo11bardia  2  475  East- liest  \  3.\89  Overljssel  2  335 
I flandre  ekskl 
sachs en  4  847  Haute- Trent\ no- Hldlands  \  1.062  1 
accid~  Stork}ben-
Normandie  1  253  Midlands  2  \91  Alto  Adige  10  3.615  Gelder land  4  306  West~  havn  3  \37  Brea~en  - - Centre  3  1.972  Veneto  6  2.090  East-AngHa  1  171  Vlaandenm:  3  532 
Nordrheln- Basse- East  8  839 
FriuH- Utrecht  1  281  Vest  for 
South-East  10  2.129  ltn'lers/  Storebaelt  18  3.705  \lestfalen  10  4.173  Noraand'ie  3  1.1~  Mid-Vest  5  806  Venezla-G.  - - Jioord- Antwerpea  I  730  Sourgogne  1  \61  Emilia- Holland  3  m  South-West  \  1.223  Gr,Pnland  - - Hess en  4  1.\26  South-'East  6  1.902  Nord-Pas- Romagna  30  8.708  West- l\obourtf 
Rheinland- de-Calais  1  333  South-'Jest  11  2.791  Toscana  6  811  Zuld-
l'lidlands  4  1.375  liaburg  1  \61  11ult1-
Pfalz  3  562  lorraine  1  H7  U11brla  6  768  Holland  14  3.622  - -
Brabant  3  1.9\B 
regional 
A.lsace  1  1\8  Hult\- Marc he  5  1.138  Zeeland  10  585  North-West  2  329  Baden- 1  420 
14\naut/  'llllrttemberq  BO  8.362  F"ranche- regional  lazio  15  6.8\1 
Noord- Vales  \  m  Coote  - - Ca1pania  3  •••  10  Henegows  1  30\ 
Bay ern  12  1.3~  Pays-de-la- Abruzzi  4  1.8\\  Brabant  3  701  Scotland  16  3.015 
lrlaaur/t- - - Saarland  1  1.453  lolre  - - Holtse  - - l111burg  \  633  Northern-
217  Bretagne  B  3.2B9  Puglia  \  7.682 
Z.IJ.  Ireland  13  2.528  tlege/ld:  1 
Berlln(Ves!)  - - Poitou- Basil\cata  3  2.800 
luxe~~~  Charentes  5  2.~6  Calabrta  8  9.808  Polders  - - Multt-
Multi- Aqultaine  10  2.876  Slcllia  11  7.8~9  reg\onal  - -
luxe~~~bq  - - - - Kult\- regional  Hid\- Sardegna  8  2.3~6  regional  - - Kulti- Pyrenees  3  m  Multi- reg\onal  - - U11ousin  4  377  regional  1  598 
RhOne~A  1  pes  6  4.397 
Auvergne  - -
languedoc-
Rouss\llon  50  13.513 
Provence~ 
COte  d1A.zur  10  3.162 
..  Corse  - -
D.o. H.  1  166 
Multi· 
regional  5  3.986 
TOTAL  20  5.124  21  4.1\2  127  23.006  115  \0.662  \B  13.753  127  65.927  1  23  \5  7.251  62  13.669 DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  7 
Regional  breakdown  by  Hember  State of projects  financed  by  the  Guidance  Section- Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/n- Years  1978-1980 
('000  EUA) 
I 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  DAN KARl(  DEUTSCHLAND  fRANCE  IRELAHO  IT ALIA  lUXEKSOORG  HEDERLAHO  UHIT£0  KIHGDIJI 
8r,g\ ons  No  Aid  Regions  No  Aid  Regions  No  Aid  Regions  No  Aid  Regions  No  Aid  Regions  Ro  Aid  Regions  lo  Aid  Regions  No  Aid  Regions  No  Aid 
of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  qranted 
pro  proj.  roj.  proj.  roj.  pro}.  pro].  pro].  pro} 
n.dre  Stork~en- Schlesvlg- lle-de- Donegal  6  1.256  Piemonte  11  3.715  3  m  Gronlngen  1  112  North  8  861 
arienlale/  15  2.088  havn  - - Holsteia  33  ...  955  France  - - North-\lest  ..  938  Valle 
Friesland  3  382  Champagne- d1Aosta  2  1,99  Yorkshire- --
~st for  Ha•hurg  1  990  Hu•berslde  21  2.672  'Bander  en  Ardennes  ..  2.563  North-East  12  2.579  ltgur\a  2  2.311,  Oren the  1  55  StorebaeH  Nieder- Picardie  1  H3  lo11bard\a  4  1.330  East- n..dre  ekskl  15  1.883  If est  9  4.499  Overljssel  3  1.186 
....:lden!ale/  Slorklben-
sachs  en  29  7.159  Hte  Noraan- Trentino- Midlands  12  2.285  15  2.261  die  ~  1.1,51  Kldlands  5  1.813  Alto  Adige  27  11.591  Gelderland  9  1.327  --
havn  Breaen  - -
Cen~re  5  2.339  Veneto  27  7.326  East-Anglla  8  883 
llaande.ren  East  14  •.ns  Utrecht  2  ~62  Vest  for  llordrheln- Bse  Noraan- Frlu11- South-fast  21  4.835  _,,  Storebaelt  50  9.610  llestfalen  25  7.674  die  7  3.m  Kid11est  9  1.638  Venezia  G.  1  698  Noord-
9  1.024  Bourgogne  ..  1.413  E•llla- Holland  13  2.9<2  South-Vest  16  3.298  .a..lwerptn  Grin land  - - Hess en  11  4.840  South-East  12  3.231 
Nord-Pas- Ro11agna  5!i  18.906  Vest- IW>ourq/  !ulti- Rheinland- de-Calais  9  5.320  South-Vest  19  5.023  Toscana  15  2.978  Zuid-
Midlands  11  2.252  lilltn1rg  3  571,  regional  - - Pfalz  6  1.379  Lorra\ne  1  m  ll•brla  16  3.050  Holland  23  8.5'9 
6  2.326  Alsace  3  6!11  Hulti- 2  757  Marc. he  20  9.265  Zeeland  10  565  North-Vest  10  1.020  -.nt  Baden- Franche- reg\onal 
laz\o  1,0  16.792  Vales  11  2.000  ....  .n,  VOrtteaberg  116  13.853 
Co•tl  1  380  10  13.823  lioord-
Campan\a 
-!JOUilen  6  506  Bay ern  30  12.456  Pays-de-l a- Abruzzl  10  9.930  Brabant  6  1.720  Scotland  53  7.139 
....,./llaoen  3  2.981  ..  2.312  lolre  6  2.273  Holise  1  1.218  lilburg  5  677  Northern- Saarlattd  Bretagne  13  5.985  Puglla  11  11.423  Ireland  38  6.209  UOge/luik  8  1.352  Ber 11 n(Vest  - - PoHou·  Bas11\cata  ..  3.184  Z.IJ. 
lsr:ubourg/  Charentes  6  2.H6  Calabrla  13  15.730  Polders  1  125  Multi- 1  138 
l.me~burg  1  97  "•111- - - Aquita1ne  18  4.H2  Sicilia  16  12.713  Multi- regional 
- -
llolti-
regl onal  Midi- Sardegna  21  9.751  regional 
reg1oaa1  - - Pyren€es  6  1.705  Hulti- 4  2.m  Uaousln  5  ~96  regional 
Rh6ne-A 1  pes  10  6.831 
Au.,.ergne  1  602 
languedoc-
koussillon  87  31.109 
Provence-
COte  d'A.zur  26  6.419 
Corse  - -
o.o.H.  4  1.616 
Hulti- 10  7.056 
regl onal 
lOTAL  66  13.215  65  11.193  255  55.620  231  89.1,89  92  26.053  311  ~62.043  3  436  77  18.122  213  33.603  .____ 
-'-DIRECT  HEASURES  ANNEX  8 
loprovement  of oarket\ ng  structures  - Regula\\ on  (EEC)  No  355/77  - Year  1980 
BELGIQU£/BELGIE  DANIIARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT  ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED  KINGDON  TOTAL 
%  of 
SECTOR  Ro  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  Ro  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid 
sect on  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted 
proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (EUA)  pro].  (EUA)  proj.  (EllA)  pro].  (EUA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EllA) 
I. Mllkproducts  10  3,311!,016  5  1.200.735  11  5,078.265  ~  2.m.50o  2~  5.115.966  19  3.720.168  - - 8  1.211.~15  10  2.811.561  91  25.028.626  n.~ 
II, Heat  \  131.849  ~  68~.623  1  909.653  21  11,\61,911  8  4.2<8.861  6  2,150.737  - - 15  2,677,936  17  5.92~.0<2  6~  26,995,63~  16,7 
Ill. Wine  - - - - 40  ~.698,28~  r,J  1\,\66,611  - - 27  12.792.026  - - - - - - 110  31.956.921  16,~ 
IV.  Fruit  and  vegetables  ~  996.m  1  157.152  30  6,003,603  ~0  6,613.261  - - 51  36.003,026  - - 8  1.239,393  13  1,692.163  m  56.985.506  32,8 
V.  Flowers  and  plants  - - 2  528,662  6  1.027.61<  - - 1  263.511  - - - - 2  1,185.~36  - - 11  3,005,219  1,8 
VI.  Ftshery  products  - - 6  6\2.495  1  67.~60  - - 1  79,035  9  5.~36.716  - - 10  585,236  10  1.0<5.625  31  7,656.569  \,5 
VII,  Cereals  - - - - 20  867,669  - - ~  1,093,639  - - - - - - 7  1.633.196  31  3.Bn.90<  2,1 
VIII,  Anloal  feed  - - - - - - - - 6  1.m.S51  - - 1  22.584  - - 2  62,865  9  1,573,020  0,9 
IX.  Seeds  - - 3  926,943  12  2,253.3~5  5  2.636.889  - - - - - - 2  151.711  1  76.733  23  6,247.611  3,6 
X.  Eggs  and  poultry  z  41,36Z  - - - - - - 3  1.395.160  - - - - - - 2  342.971  1  1,779.~93  1,0 
XI,  Olive  oil  - - - - - - - - - - 6  252.350  - - - - - - 6  252.350  0,2 
XII.  Tobacco  - - - - - - - - - - • 
3,306.676  - - - - - - 4  3,306,676  1,9 
XIII.  Other  - - - - - - 2  601.009  1  69.736  3  2.265.686  - - - - - - 6  2.956.111  1,7 
TOTAL  AID  GRANTED  (In  EUA)  5.124.111  ~.1<2.610  23.006.093  40.652.261  13.753.685  65.927.609  22.58~  7,251.131  13,669.176  173.559.260  100,0 
TOTAL  INVESTHENT  (In  EUA)  32.618,189  24.287.929  125.193.520  163,947.124  6~.547.036  196.969,089  182.609  58,272.219  66.508.219  732.SZ5.m 
~L-DIRECT  MEASURES  ~ 
loproveoenl  of •arkeling structures- Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/n- Years  1978-1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  DANKARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRELAND  ITALIA  LUX£HBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED  KINilJOH  TOTAL 
~of 
SECTOR  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  Ro  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  No  Aid  Ro  Aid  lo  Aid  sectors 
of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  of  granted 
proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EllA)  proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (ruA)  pro].  (EUA)  proj.  (EUA)  proj.  (UJA) 
1.  H\1 kproducts  13  3.980.~~1  12  2,8~5.8~  22  1o.m.m  9  5,017,811  3~  7.81\,573  32  8.133.658  - - 23  5,62!;.~01  33  5,523.2W  178  49,188,2~  12,0 
II. Heal  18  3.275.286  21  ~.163.981  28  8,510.352  39  19.918,m  ~  12.'•53,m  15  6.123.940  - - 18  3.979.171>  ~  13.82!;.102  227  72.319.783  17,6 
II I, Vine  - - - - 60  9,079.559  86  33.410.350  - - 63  33.641.651  1  202.~8  - - - - 210  76.m.~  18,6 
IV.  FruH  and  vegetables  17  5.023.873  6  616.002  69  16.678,767  67  20.825.766  1  355.134  110  79,315,5~  - - 12  2.23o,m  19  3,709.212  311  128,7~.m  31,4 
V.  F1  Ol.'ers  and  plants  - - 2  518.662  13  2,06~.873  1  119.7~  1  263.517  1  2.m.1H  - - 1  ~.m.3oo  1  15,035  25  10.030.889  2,4 
VI.  Fishery  products  5  269.459  16  1,583,451  5  m.~5  7  1,157.315  5  ~9.H1  26  10,672,396  - - 14  1,194.257  30  2,922,074  110  18,761,888  4,6 
VII.  Cereals  " 
112.141  - - 26  1,171.152  1  251,165  5  1.429.630  22  s.o~.992  - - - - 22  4,195.787  80  12,21M67  3,0 
VII 1.  Animal  feed  1  43,047  2  ~18.229  - - - - 8  1,6!11.522  1  132,068  1  22.58<  - - 11  990,&\3  30  3.298.093  0,8 
IX.  Seeds  4  398,131  " 
1.~.370  23  4.153,495  11  5,750,881  - - 4  1.717.189  1  210.688  2  151.711  6  405,6Sf  55  13,822,122  3,4 
X.  Eggs  and  poul\ry  3  112,!113  1  195,453  4  1,538,173  - - 3  1.395,160  - - - - 1  146.633  20  1,960.200  31  5.~.550  1,3 
Xi.  Olive  oil  - - - - - - 5  122.750  - - 15  2,250,171  - - - - - - 20  2.378.921  0,6 
XII.  Tobacco  - - - - - - - - - - 11  5,690,6"  - - - - - - 12  6,690.6"  1,6 
XIII,  Other  - - 1  107.~1  ~  1,596,8&\  5  2.!113.149  1  89,736  10  6,055.~0  - - - - 1  56,18~  21  10,819,094  2,7 
TOTAL  AID  ffiANTffi 
13,215,901  11,493.597  55.619,983  89,'>87 .311  25,052.385  .  162,042,493  435,760  18,121.903  33,603.14  ~10,072,-192  100,0  (in  EUA) 
TOTAL  I  NVESTHENT  80.999.657  17,\16,3~  290,075.038  361,953.290  119,311,730  501,251.062  1,835.333  135.235.183  17'+.n5.60  1.758,92-1,261 
(In  ruA) DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  10 
Applications  for  aid  by  year- Guidance  Section- Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77- 1980 
Projects  submitted  Projects  definitely  lodged 
Number  of  Number  of  Number  of  Number  of  pro- Projects  financed 
MEMBER  STATES  Total  projects  projects  projects  j ects  rejected  Total 
Number  I  Aid  granted  I  Total  Total  investment  number  withdrawn  1 unaccep- not  camp 1  y- owing  to  lack  investment  or  no  lon- table  ing  with  of  funds  ( 1000  EUA) 
(1000  EUA)  (•ooo  EUA)  ger  needed  condlti ons 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  93  2  - lj.  57  I 
91  103.760  20  5.124  32.618 
DAN MARK  80  2  - 1  56  78  122.041  21  4.142  24.288 
DEUTSCHLAND  164  2  1  - 34- 162  150.514  127  23.006  125.194 
FRAi:CE  163  - 3  7  38  163  272.829  115  40.662  163.947 
IRELAi10  95  2  - 6  39  I  93  133.011  48  13.751!- 64.547 
IT ALIA  218  13  23  11  41~  205  311.199  127  65.928  196.969 
LUXU:SOURG 
I  2  -
I 
- - 1  2  480  1  23  183 
NEO~RLAND  55  - - 2  8  55  71.847  45  7.251  58.272 
I 
' 
UN IT ED  K  ltHilOt1  227  5  - 5  155  222  257.851  62  13.669  66.508  I 
' 
TOTAL  1.097  26  27  l 
36  I 
1:.1!2  1.071  1.423.532  566  173.559  732.526  ' DIRECT  flEASURES  ANNEX  11 
Payments  made  up  to 31.12.1980  (EUA)  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
YEAR  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DAN MARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  I  RELAtlO  IT ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
BELGI E  KINGDOM 
1978  35.569.813,94  2.289.676,62  1.366.0"-5,52  12.133.687,40  7.624.608,86  909.974,80  3.777.276,66  178.231,41  1.238.623,00  6.051.689,67 
1979  28,634.119,06  2.641.409,79  1.282.0'f0,07  8.140.479,lf7  6,922.162,l5  560.232,62  5.  517 ,431 ,20  201.761,72  1.341.998,13  2.026.603,31 
1980  2.427.239. 50  lr0.030,2lr  537.447,18  1,195.189, 38  - - - - 654.572,70  -
GRANO  TOTAL  66,631.172,50  4.971.115,65  3.185,532,77  21.469.356,25  14. 51f6. 771 '61  11.4  70.207.42  9,294. 707,86  379.993,13  3.235.193,83  8,078.292. 98 
----~---- .  - ~- __  I  ---- ----- - ---- -- ' ANNEX  12 
Situation by  Member  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
MEMBER  STATES  Projects  financed  Projects  completed  Projects  Projects 
not  carried  out  in  progress 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  66  20  - ~6 
OANMRK  65  17  2  46 
OEliTSCHLArm  255  75  2  178 
FRANCE  231  14  - 217 
IRELAND  72  3  - 69 
IT ALIA  311  10  1  300 
LUXHlBOURG  3  2  - 1 
NEDERLAND  77  10  1  66 
UN I  TED  K  I  NffiOH  213  38  2  173 
TOTAL  1.293  189  8  1.,096  I 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as%  of  commitments 
-
Community  Aid  granted to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1978  projects  1979  projects  1980 projects 
56,50  27,20  1~4 
BELGIOUE/BELGIE  65,20  58,28  0,80 
O~tl:-iARK  40,23  39,29  13,12 
DELITSCHLAHD  72,00  49,00  5,21 
FRANCE  43,00  38,00  0 
IRE LA flO  14,83  9,21  0 
JTALIA  17,34  4,90  0 
LUXH!BOURG  89,11  95,72  0 
NEDERLAND  29,23  21,77  9,03 
UNITED  K  l  NGD01i  22,00  19,27  0 
(J) Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  and  (EEC)  No  355/77  ANNEX  13 
Reuse  of released  credits 
Appropriations  released  (EllA) 
MEMBER  STATES 
1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
355177  1361/78 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  2.190.571, 24  4.222.581, 06  217.872,37  3.195.299,66  1.518.015, 83  -
DAN MARK  13.043,lt7  103.676,94  - 309.522,22  198.060,72  -
DEUTSCHLAND  4.023.653, 96  4.611.944,78  1.035.324,59  20.842.518' 66  5.913.397,63  -
FRAIICE  2.387.400,13  2.685.288,62  1.733.731,28  1.014.934,44  8.646.058, 79  38.594,06 
IRELAND  614.999,51  18.669,58  - 4"{.101,53  584.674,86  -
IT  ALIA  18.003. 528. 88  13.109.481 '45  9.024.004,61  18.866.048,43  10.356.542.07  1.524.743,47 
LUXEflBOURG  949,56  108,00  - 40.077.91  - -
NEDERLAND  1.435.971' 65  807.808,29  - 286.111' 04  2.308.331,13  -
UrnTED  Klr!OOOM  54.427,16  46.259,96  - 1.152.082, 83  1.828.675, 39  -
TOTAL  28.724.543.56  25.505.818,68  12.010.932,85  45.753.696,72  31.353.757,42  1.  563.337.53 
Used  31.12.1980  28.724.543.56  25.605.818,68  1.340.967. 79  9.302.568,1-1- 2.0!!7. 853' 04 
Amounts  still  0  0  10.669.965,06  35.951.028,58  29.265.904,38  1.563.337,53 
available  +  667.227 ,27* 
29.933.131,65 
(*)  Adjusted  due"to  exchange  differences. Sectoral  programmes  within  the framework  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  submitted  before  1st March  1981  ANNEX  14 
(estimated  expenditure  in  MEUA) 
~ 
BELGIQUE/  OANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  G?.ECE  l  IRELAND  IT  ALIA  LUW\BOURG  NEDERLAND 
UNITED  TOTAL 
s  BELGIE  KINGD0!1 
I 
Oils  and  fats  - -
I  - 48  137  - '57  105  - - -
Livestock  products  - - 8  - - - 307  - - - 315 
' 
Cereals  - - 65  - 140  50  - - - 63  178 




Potatoes  18 
I 
44  87  17  - 49  - - - 52  267 
I 
\line  - - 263  339  38  - 175  - - - 777 
Tobacco  - I 
- 2  - - - 70  - - - 72 
Seeds  13  25  53  93  - - - I  - 4  - 188 
Horticulture  6  - 28  35  - - - - 83  74  226 
Dairy  96  265  301  226  - 185  - - 46  218  1.337 
Heat  76  172  53 
I  191  - 192  - - 30  325  1.039 
I 
Eggs  and  poultry  20  7  9  40  I  -
I 
6  - - 24  - 106 
I 
Fish  6  - 48  44-
I 
- 43  101  - 11  100  353 
Straw  drying  - 50  - I 
- - - - - - - 50 
Regi ona 1 programmes  - - - 95  I  - - - - - 139  234 
Flax  10  - - 26  - - - - - - 36 
Ornament a  1  s  - - - .•  - - - - 30  - 30 
Forage  drying  - - - 104  - - - - - - 104 
I 
TOTAL  291  615  1.173  1.449  I 
532  525  1.017  - 318  971  6.359 ANNEX  15 
Sectoral  programmes  within  the  framework  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  approved  before 1st  March  1981 
(estimated  expenditure  In  MEUA) 
s~ 
BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  GRECE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
' 
TOTAL  I  ec  or  BELGIE  KllliilOM  i 
I  i 
Oils  and  fats  - - - - - - 57  - - - Sl 
Livestock  products  - - - - - - 307  - - - 307 
Cereals  -
I  - 65  - I  - 50  I  - - - 52  167 
Fruit  and  vegetables  25  52  242  192  - I  - I 
307  - 90  - 900 
Potatoes  18  44  87  - - - - - - 52  201 
\line  - - 264  339 
I 
- - 175  - - - 778 
Tobacco  - - 2  - - - 70  - - - 72 
Seeds  - 25  44  93  - - - - 4  - 166 
Horticulture  6  - 28  35  - - - - 83  74  226 
Dairy  96  265  301  226  - 185  - - 46  218  1.337 
Meat  76  172  24  191  - 192  - - 29  206  890 
Eggs  and  poultry  20  6  - - - - - - - - 26 
Fish  - - 48  - - - 101  - 11  27  187 
Straw  drying  - 50  - - - - - - - - 50 
Regional  programmes  - - - I 




Flax  10  - - 26  -
I 
- - - - - 36 
Ornamcnta 1  s  - - - - -
~  - - - - -
TOTAL  251  614  1.105  I 1.197  I 
- 427  1.017  - 263  768  s  •. 542 
I  ----0 I  R£CT  KEASURES  ~ 
Re<,!!onal  breakdown  by  Keaber  State of  project.  f!na~~ted by  the  Guidance  Section  -Regulation lo 17/f>lt/EEC- Tears  19f>lt-1979  (•) 
(•ooo  UA) 
8U6100E/BELGIE  OANKARK  O£UTSCHUII!J  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUXEKBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED  K!Nil)(JI 
c-ntty  Aid  CD111unHy  Aid  C011aun!ty  Aid  Couun1ty  Aid  CouunHy  Aid  Conun1ty  Aid  Co11un1ty  Aid  CouunHy  Aid  Cc.•un\ty  Aid  region  granted  regton  granted  reg\ on  granted  region  gran~ed  reglcn  granied  region  granted  region  granted  region  granted  region  granted 
Nord  68.146  tst for  10.521  Sdlle5vlg- 52.650  Region  3.106  Donegal  5.523  Nord  Ovest  31.798  Grand  OuchE  8.852  Noord  46.624  Scotland  35.468  Stortbaelt  Holstetn  parislenne 
North-Vest  2.939  lo11bardla  31.351  Oos!  23.188  North  6.963  Sud  43.910  Vest  for  28.371  Huburg  2.487  Bassin  56.951 
North-East  6.947  •ord [st  111.818  Vest  Storebaelt  parisien  45.600  Northern- 26.225  Breoen  8.383 
West  2.491  f•tlia- 91.166  Zul d-West  4.222  Ireland  Brabasrt  11.600  Gr~nland  1.551 
IUedersachsen  101.595  Nord  20.646 
Rougna  Midlands  1.745  Zuld  18.952  North-Vest  7.325  Multi- 5.831  Nordrheln·  52.291  Est  21.553 
Centro  106.993  Multi- 12.156  regional  East  5.485  808  Yorkshire- 14.698  Westfalen  Ouest  93.646  Multi-
Hu•berstde  reg'ional 
Midwest  4.814  laz!o  49.630  regional  Hess en  "-023  Sud-Ou.,.t  48.594 
Ca•panla  20.024  Vales  ~.331  South-East  11.890  Rhclnland-Pfa 1z  "-170  Centre  Est  55.850 
Abruzzt- 34.498  Vest -"'I dlands  6.070  South-Vest  12.716  Baden- 71.881  "Edt terranCe  72.096  flloHse  East-KI dlands  6.726  llllrtteoberg  o.o.M.  8.329  Kultl- 18.no 
Sud  120.901  [ast-Anglia  8.906  Bay era  109.728  regional 
Multi·  22.468  Sicilia  44.995  South-Vest  5.514  Saarland  815  regional 
Sardegna  7.326  South-East  2.667  B~rlln (West}  401 
Kultl·  17.619  Multi- 9.749  Multi·  15.039  regional  regional  regional 
TOTAL  135.812  ~-277  503.373  405.242  73.320  668.149  8.852  139.395  134.642 
{*)  A1ounts  fOI"'  1978  and  1979  are  calculated  ln  EUA. DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  17 
Payments  made  up  to 31.12.1980  (EUA)  under  Regulatl on  No  17 /64/EEC 
YEAR  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAi10  FRMJCE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLANJ  UNITED 
BELGIE  KINGDOM 
196~  I 
7,594,839,00  700,945,00  - z.m  .091 ,oo  1,239,610. 00  - 2,402,608, DO  - 774,585,00  -
1965  13,350,723.00  754-.467.00  - 4,425,519,00  2,820.969,00  - 3,497 .330, 00  275,000,00  1,577 ,338, 00  -
1  9G6  32,314. m-, 78  3,144-.330,00  - 9,889,275, 50  7  ,996.~38,72  - 7,425.556,56  856.373,00  3,002. 700,00  -
1967  22.222.232,00  1,907,374,00  - 5,610,007. 00  4,702.851,00  - 6.953,202. 00  25.600,00  2.023,198, 00  -
1868  I  28,184.993,45  2.429.429,00  - 1  .m.  915, oo  5,825.549,00  - 9,44-5.329. ~5  13,700,00  2.991.971,00  -
1968  Ibis-It  46.922.991,09  3,984,221,45  - 16.317.551,00  10.208,225,00  - 11,132,621,63  800,000, OD  4,480. 372.00  -
1959  I  7.197.228,44  463,847 ,DO  - 2.391.611,00  2.077.845,00  - 1.54-9,631,44  - 714.293,00  -
1969  11-111-IV  125.221.408,62  8.840.836. 76  - 138.191,9it2,38  30.057.181,69  - 36.271,184,79  94.550,00  11.765.713,00  -
1970  "120.551.739,52  8.771.655,84  - 42.518.476,66  29.494.987.50  - 27.611.785,87  374.867.00  11.779.965,65  -
1971  148.343.742,61  11.295.371,78  - 53.817.395,33  37.068.227.55  - 29.282.512' 35  1.696.023, 04  15,184.212,56  I  - . 
Total 
I 
551.904.672,51  42.292.477.84  1&'  •• 117 ,884. 87  131.491.985,46  135.571.862,09  4,135.113,04  54.294.349,21  1964  to 1971  - - -
1972  105.940.350,59  9,637.499,35  - 41.295,690,45  25.964.258,55  - 17.418.725,54  1.028.938,48  10.595.238,22  -
1973  122.659.769,80  9. 936.436.85  4.707.319,93  39.773.492,20  22.080.097.97  4.31t4.283,11  H.993.564,04  251.641,70  11.155.596,70  15.415.337,18 
1974  I  52,175. 51t2. 03  3.785.094,35  3.153.01;6, 05  22.586.51;4,92  11,579.219,28  2. 570,870,87  7  .043. 583' 65  57.524,54  5.319.410,77  6,060.247. 60 
1974  II  87.691.098,85  8. 059.327.43  5,854.228,28  19.515.947,15  17.?88.130,96  4.142.019,98  10.674.084,65  862.182,26  7.475.010,32  13.320.167,82 
1975  I  72.298,097.33  3.683,724,47  4.909. 854.55  25.502.259.31  14,873.646.86  2.235.272,75  5.133.655, 57  14.962,00  s.  705. 858,1t5  6.147,853,37 
1975  II  64.855.977.55  4.897,400,92  3.475.048,23  17.504.523.57  11.78?.586,72  2. 992.982.69  6.597.230,01  - 4,645.855,05  12.955.350' 36 
1m 
I 
130.';81.283. 77  11.435,558,93  8,973. 726,73  45.095.977,40  21.539.951,47  6.925.772,83  12.133.928,73  89.904,66  9,721.986,63  14.464.376,34 
1977  80.194.096,36  5.357.902,11  7. 008.231 '73  32.672.893,48  11.252.927,20  4.023.403, 32  5.389,450. 70  82.079,37  5.27 8. 155,69  9.129.052,75 
1973  415.710,94  53,234,09  - 283.055,63  79.421,22  - - - - -
1979  12.552.258' 12  5.203.248,20  149.732,14  458.973,71  21f9.953,01  837.424,09  475,179,87  19,517,47  625,449,38  4,531,765,25 
I  GRAND  TOTAL  1.291,169.857,85 !  104,342,004,55  38.242.187,69 ,429.897.252,75  268,787,193,70  28.073.029,64- 215,432.264.85  6.552.863,52  117.817.910,47  82.025,15G,68 
I ANNEX  18 
Situation  by  Member  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
MEMBER  STATES  Projects  Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carried  out  In  progress 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  788  633  32  123 
DAlliiARK  145  120  2  23 
DEUTSCHLAND  1.645  1.301  20  324 
FRANCE  1.049  743  52  254 
IRELAND  313  114  10  189 
IT ALIA  2.411.  1.206  510  698 
LUXEMBOURG  39  37  1  1 
NEDERLAND  513  396  17  100 
utmED  KINCDO!I  550  386  16  148 
-· 
TOTAL  7.456  4.936  660  1.860 
Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as%  of  commitments  (1) 
Aid  granted  for  pro- Aid  granted  for  pro- Aid  granted  for  pro-
Community  j ects.  from  1965 to  j ects  from  1973  to  jects  from  1977-1978 
1972  1976  and  1979 
-· 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  98,50  75,00  12,30 
DAN MARK  - 92,75  62,45 
DEUTSCHLAND  98,40  78,20  27,20 
FRANCE  94,00  70,00  25,00 
IRELAND  - 76,83  57,30 
IT ALIA  83,55  55,33  11,27 
LUXEMBOURG  99,20  92,00  5,75 
NEDERLAND  99,20  81 '10  11,70 
UNITED  KINOOOM  - 88,89  62,25 
(1)  Commitments  minus  cancellations. Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1980  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79 
ANNEX  19 
MEMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  (EUA)  T  ota 1 investment  (EUA) 
projects 
FRANCE  lJ.  9.951.221  20.079.060 
IT ALIA  8  23.271.455  46.542.910 
TOTAL  12  33.222.676  66.621.970 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1980  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
~1EMBER STATE  Number  of  Aid  granted  (EUA)  T  ota 1 i  nvestmen  projects 
IT  ALIA  1  47 ;180.823  117.489.792 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1980  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
t  (EUA) 
MHIBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  (EUA)  T  ota 1 i nvestllient  (EUA)  projects 
FRANCE  105  13.112.4-71J.  32.781.356 
ITALIA  32  16.025.010  43.135~359 
TOTAL  137  29.137.484  75.917.215 ANNEX  20 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1980  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78 
NEMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  (EUA)  Total  investment  (EUA)  projects 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  1  168.037  761.308 
DAN MARK  3  297.675  1.006.639 
DEUTSCHLAND  9  491.952  2.352.390 
FRANCE  4  1.273.977  1  .on  .538 
IRELAND  11  3.932.367  12.179.100 
I  TAll A  35  4.489.673  13.931.51t9 
LUXEMBOURG  - - -
NEDERLAND  - - -
UN !TED  K  I  NffiOii  3-'T  lt.3It5.670  17.392.320 
TOTAL  97  I 
14.999.351  54.700.81t'> 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  the  period 
1979-1980  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/7~ 
-
MEMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  (EUA)  Total  investment  (EUA)  projects 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  1  168.037  7  61.303 
DAN:! ARK  4  574.352  1.79"1.144 
DEUTSCHLMiil  9  491.952  t.352.~90 
FRANCE  4  1.273.977  1  .on .538 
IRELAND  lr7  6.323.661  21.2B4.3H 
I  TALl A  39  6.543.687  19.538.19"-
LUXEHBOURG  - - -
NEDERLAND  - - -
UNITED  K  I  NGOOM  36  lt-.515.291  18,.291 0 072 
TOTAL  140  19.990.957  71.101.990 DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  21 
Payments  made  up  to 31.12.1980  (EUA)  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78 
YEAR  TOTAL  BELGIQUE/  DAN~ARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRANCE  IRELANO  IT ALIA  LUXEHBOORG  NEOERLAril  UNITED 
BELGIE  K  I  N(l)OII 
1978  3.158.836,93  - - - - 2.338. 715,23  516.374,93  - - 303.746,77 
1979  5.~36.672,  70  168. n8,82  5.H2,71  88.166,2%  - 3.182.970,61  313.12%,71  - - 1.678.519, 61 
1980  - - - - - - - - - -
I 
i 
OOANO  ·ToTAL  1.982.266,38 
I 
8.595.509,63  168.148,82  5.7~2.71  88.166,24  - 5.521.61l5,~  829.499,64  - -ANNEX  22 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78 
Rate· of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as %  of  commitments 
Community  Aid  granted  to  1978  projects  Aid  granted  to  1979  projects 
financed  in  1979  financed  in  1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  - 100,00 
DANflARK  0  1,95 
DEUTSCHLAND  - 18,00 
FRANCE  - 0 
IRELAUO  98,20  80,45 
IT ALIA  25,75  7,23 
U  Ill TED  K  I  NCDOM  100,00  35,1t-7 [~~ 
MEASURES  BELGIQUE/BELGIE  DANMARK 
I  I. tnrRAL  SOCIO-STRUCTURAl 
Directive  No  7Z/159/E£C  3,983.03'>,90  16,836.D15,50 
Directive  Ko  72/160/EEC  33.M7,92  -
Directive  No  72/161/EEC  339.137,8\  166.28\,08 
rom  1  \,355.820,66  17,002.299,58 
II.  TO  ASSIST  LESS-fAVOURED  REGIONS 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC  8.038,119,37  -
Directive  No  78/628/EEC  - -
Diredlve  No  78/627/EEC  - -
Directive  No  79/359/EEC  - -
TOTAL  II  8.038.119,37  -
Ill. STll!JCTURAL  CONNECTED  WITH  IIARKET 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Requlatlon  {EEC)  No  1353/73  1,306.963,32  2.029,146,90 
Directive  No  77/391/EEC  3.592.011,13  62.133,87 
Re;ulatl on  (EEC)  No  7!14/76  258.589,62  26.2'>2,96 
R~lali  on  {EEC)  No  1163/76  10.899,02  -
Ro;ulatlon  (EEC)  No  2511/69  - -
Regulation  {EEC)  No  1035/72  813.300,28  86~.889,2\ 
Re<Julatl on  (EEC)  No  1696/71  7.561,28  -
Regulatlon  (EEC)  No  100/76  - -
TOTAL  Ill  5.989.31\,65  2,982.712,97 
TOTAl  I - Ill  18.383.16~.68  19,985.012.55 
IV,  CC'~ON MEASURE  FINANCED  BY  THE  lliARANTEE 
SECTION  {60  ~l  ANO  THE  Ill !DANCE  SECTION 
lW_l) 
Requlatlon  [EEC)  No  1078/77  {\0  %)  Commitments  3.~75.935,14  21.'>88,995,62 
Pay11ents  3.'>38,914,60  20,517.108,07 
rem  IV  Commihtenh:  3.'>75.935,14  21.488.995,62 
Pay11ents  3,438.!M,60  20.517.108,07 
ICTAL  I- IV  Co~nalhenb  21,859.199,82  '>1.m.oo8,17 
Payments  21,822.209,28  r,o.502.12o ,62 
~  ~  ~ L_  --
[1)  In  U4  up  to 31,12,1977  and  In  EllA  froo  1,1,1978. 
INDIRECT  MEASURES  IN  APPLICATION 
(col!a~ltiients and  paya~ents  up  to 31.12.1980} 
DEIJTSCHLAtll  FRANCE  IRELAND 
62.185,070,62  15,\26.992,07  1\,72\.691,50 
1.215.233,85  80.698,17  105.225,11 
2.317. 792.59  11.198.906,59  507.271,98 
65.718.097,06  26.706.596,83  15.337.188,59 
\8,\89,551,09  8o.m.6JB,73  \5,\57,527,53 
- - 7.551.303,28 
- 5,526.!146,98  -
- 2.\07.697,83  -
\8,\89,551,09  88,18\.283,51  53,000,830,81 
18,738,\19,2\  12.!147 .6<2,25  1,251.556,69 
5.6\9.<02,79  21.612.821,17  5.382.509,60 
327,981,31  3,0'>1.~60,91  -
- 29.779.607,62  - - 287.790,86  -
3.266.855,8~  613.563,88  3'>.285,86 
4,917.082,93  359.122,46  1.'>03,8t, 
72.898,59  201.728,99  '>M23,0'> 
32.972.641,70  68,8\3.738,14  6.717.179,03 
m.180.289,ss  183,734.618,51  75.063,198,'>3 
110.971.973,16  39,240. m.  76  ~.622.  739.51 
102,592,1i73,19  36.6 ...  687 ·"  '>,7'>7,586,9\ 
110,971.973,26  39.240.13'>,76  '>.622.739,51 
102.592.673.~9  36.6«.687 ...  4.7'>7,586,9\ 
258.152.263,11  222.974.753,27  79.685,937 ,9'> 
2~9.772.963,3~  220.379.305,95  79.810.785,37 
L_  -
AHHEX  23 
(In  UA  and  EllA)  (1) 
!TAL! A  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UKITEO  KIKIDOH  TOTAL 
1,950.051,93  2.088,53  25.818.829,68  53.598.790,57  19'>.2'>.565,lll 
- - 18.116,67  51.713,91  1.501.63S,Iil 
86S."2,U  - - m.155,62  15.810.992,13 
2.815,\9\,36  2.088,53  25.836.9\6,35  51,066.661,10  211.8n.193,0& 
3,DJ3.\16,35  1.01'>.931,25  1,100,89  115,512.665,\2  301.866.950,0 
- - - - 7.551.303,21 
- - - - 5,5U.!146,911 
- - - - 2.Wl.697.,1J 
3,073.\16,35  1.01'>.931,25  1,100,89  115.512.665,\2  317.32.898.n 
- 1\1,1'>9,65  1.911.3\3,68  39.9Z2.605,19  78.25!.126,2 
- - - 2.~17  .186,91  JB.n&.065,t1 
- 7.352,39  5a..m.o6  - ~.266.Jn..25 
- - - - 29.7!10,506,a 
19.971,639,62  - - - 20.22U30,tll 
1 
7,9'>0.223,71  - 317,535,18  100.316,36  13.950.971,35 
- - - 1.109.199,02  6.~.369,51  1 
'>1.795,75  - - 187.751,15  518.597,5! 
27.953.659,08  1<l!,502,0'>  2.833.625,92  ~3.737.058,63  l!lZ.llll.\~2.16 
33,842.569,79  1.165.521,82  28.671,673,16  213.3'>6.385,15  m.m.Sll,!'. 
- 6\2.7'>7,03  10.378.579,78  32,800.065,62  Z23.6li.110.72 
- 627.750,55  10.915.012,'>5  31.18'>.127 ,65  210,661.8!11,19 
- H2.7\7,03  10.378.579,78  32,800,065,62  223,6ll.17o.n 
- 627.750,55  10.915.012,45  31.184.127,65  210.661.8!11,19 
33.8\2,569,79  1.800.268,85  39.050.252,9\  246,1'>6.~50.  77  9'>'>,9!1.7~.(6 
33.842.569,79  1.  793.272,37  39.586.685,61  2~~.530,512.80  932.010.4Z5,1l 
-
~ --INDIRECT  MEASURES  COMPLETED 
BELGIQUE/  DAN!1ARK  DEUTSCHLAND  FRA~CE  TOTAL  BELGJE 
Olive  and  olive  oil 
1.  sector  a.ooo.ooo,oo  - - - -
Art.  13  R.  130/66 
-----i'r-u'i't'·a-nii-iegetabTe-iiriti-
2.  olive  oil  sector  45.ooo.ooo, oo  - - - -
Art.  4 R.  130/66  ----------------------------- I 
3  Strudura  1 surveys  7.307 .71;.8 (2)  256.602,00  - 1.622.628,00  2.012.694. 00 
•  R.  70/65 
------r;.irf-a-na··.;;g-e-falii& _____ 
4.  sector  87.299.539,00  - - - -
------~~~-~~-~~-~~~-~~-------
5 
A  frl can  swine  fever 
'  R.  349/66  3.151.222. 94  - - - -
------------------------------
6 
Pig  numbers  survey 
•  R.  350/68  3,600.000,00  111.870,00  - 938.160,00  1.013.850,00 
------------------------------
7  Raw  tobacco  sector 
•  Art.  12  § 1  R.  130/66 
15.000.000,00  - - - -
·-----in"fe<ira"fion·arcu-ximliciurg 




Slaughter  of  cows  H .474.900,16  3.408,146, 39  - I  25.457.402.61 I'  s. "'·  700 •  61  •  R.  1975/69 
~-----------------------------
10. 
GrubbIng  of  fruit  trees  I  35.437.544,12  3,601.630,00  - 10.436.335,04  8.9B3.'t68 ,97  R.  2517/69 
·-----------------------------
11 
1975  structural  survey  8.539.041,59  238.272,118  242.504-,95  I  1.300.542,99  11.733.788,96  •  OJ r. 75/108 
.  -----------------------------
Fruit tree survey 
12.  Dlr. 71/286  729.900,00  15,000,00  - ·  42. aoo. oo I 196.000. oo 
TOTAL(UA/EUA) (1)  269.039.~  96,41  7.631,520,87  242.504-,96  39.807.068,64  "29.299.510,54 
·-·-------- ----- ·-- --· 
(1)  The  anounts  shown  in  this table are  expressed  In  UA  up  to 31.12,1977  and  in  EUA  since 1.1,1978, 
(2)  The  sum  committed  initially amounted  to 8.000,000  UA. 
ANNEX  24 
IRELAND  I  TAL IA  LUXEMBOURG  NEDERLAND  UNITED 
KJNGJOM 
I 
- s.ooo.ooo, 00  - - -
- 45.000.000,00  - - -
- 3.135.030, 00  11.898,00  268.896,00  -
- 87.299.539,00  - - -
- 3.151.222,94  - - -
- 1.404.000, 00  20.250,00  111.870,00  -
- 15.000,000,00  - - -
I  - - I  1  .soo.ooo. oo  - -
- 818.400, oo I  153.798,58  2.267.443,97  -
- 7.763.575,08  91.087,04  -\.. 551.448 •  59  -
618.364,59  3.556.341, 781  2Q.61o, 57  I  300.554,20  418.051,06 
- 441.600,00  300,00  35.000,00  -
618.364-,59  175.579.708,80  7.797.944,19  7.545.212,76  418.061,06 ANNEX  25 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Total  amounts  of  reimbursement 
(Details  shown  In  annexes  26  to  37) 
Reimbursement  by  the Fund 
%  of total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  from  the  beginning  of  the 
in  1980  (in  EUA)  measure  until  31.12.1980  31.12.1980 
(In  UA/EUA)(1) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  9.4-08.105  29.453.730  2,5 
DANMARK  16.'t27 .s 57  I•O. 71t4. 626  3,1t-
DEUTSCHLU;Q  75.701.300  289.580.032  24,1 
FRANCE  87.590.326  21t9.678.8'16  20,8 
IRELAND  31.406.915  80.4-29.150  6,7 
IT ALIA  9. 789.587  209.522.279  17,4 
LUXEHBOURG  625.074- s. 591.217  0,8 
NEDERLAND  14.887.238  47.131.898  3,9 
UNITED  KlflGOOH  80.207.601  244-.948.574  20,4 
TOTAL  326.0~4.003  1.201.080.322  100,0 
-
(1)  The  amounts  in  this table are  expressed  in  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  26 
Advances  made  In  1980  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  respect  of  expenditure 
estimated to be  made  in  1980  on  Indirect  measures  (in  EUA} 
FRANCE 
-Directive 78/627/EEC  -Restructuring and  conversion  of  vineyards 
in  certain  Mediterranean  regions  of  France 
-Directive 79/359/EEC  -Conversion  of  certain areas  under  vines 
in  the  Charentes  departments 
IRELAND 
- Directive  78/628/EEC  -Drainage  operations  in  the  less-favoured 





: 10.773.706,61 ANNEX  27 
Reimbursements  under  the  soclo-structural  Directives 
(72/159  - 160- 161/EEC) 
(Details  shown  In  annexes  28  to 29) 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  UA/EUA)(1)  %  of  total  at  . 
MEMBER  STATES  in  1980  from  the  beginning  of the  31.12.1980  measure  until  31.12.1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  2.607.229  IJ.. 355.821  2,1 
DAfH1ARK  7.465.568  17.002.299  8,0 
DEUTSCHLAnD  20. 791t.857  65.718.097  31,0 
FRANCE  14.01,8.501  26.705.596  12,6 
IRELAND  5.860.513  15.337.188  7,3 
IT ALIA  1.690.586  2.815.1J.95  1,3 
LUXH180URG  - 2.089  -
NEDERLM:O  10.103.256  25.836.947  12,2 
Urll TED  K  I  NCDOI1  30.018.040  54.066.661  25,5 
TOTAL  92.5138.650  211.8It1.193  100,0 
(1)  The  amounts  are given  in  UA  up  to 31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. (4) 
Directive  No  72/159/EEC  ANNEX  28 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  UA/EUA) 
MEMBER  STATES  Art.  8  Art.  10  Art.  11  Art.  12  Art.  13  from  the  beg! n- %  of  total  in  1980  nlng  of  the  at  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1;)  (5)  measure  unt i I  31.12.1980  31.12.1980 
BELGI QUE/BELGIE  6.869  87  1G.405  307  - 2.512.288  3.983.035  2,1 
DAN NARK  11.587  29  8.398  54  - 7,4-15.292  16.836.015  8,6 
DEUTSCHLAND  28.604  206  20.213  91  425  19,891.190  62.185.071  32,0 
FRANCE  10.018  2.525  18.873  6.224- 1  9.952.865  15.lf26.992  7,9 
IRELAND  11.136  519  10.440  - - 5.639. 551  14.724,692  7,6 
IT ALIA  211;  323  20.966  90  - 1.102.740  1.950.052  1,0 
LUXEMBOURG  - - - 1  - - 2.089  -
~:EDERLAND  12.720  76  - 802  22  10.096.078  25.818.830  13,3 
UNITED  KINffi0:1  19.116  9.011  11.082  3  - 29.936.4-35  53.598.790  27,5 
TOTAL  100.264  12.776  1  oo. 377  7.572  41f8  86.546.1f39  194.525.566  100,0 
-
From  the  beginning  of  the  measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  development  plans  approved. 
(2)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the  premium  for  changing  over  to  beef  and  veal  or  sheepmeat  production. 
(3)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  aid  as  an  incentive  to  keeping  accounts. 
(4)  Number  of  groups  qualifying  for  launching  aid  for  mutual  assistance  between  farms. 
(5)  Number  of  land  reparcelling  and  Irrigation projects. 
Directive  No  72/160/EEC 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  UA/EUA) 
Number  of 
·-r-------
MEMBER  STATES  %  of  total  at 
beneficiaries  from  the  beginning  of 
in  1980  the  measure  until  31.12.1980 
31.12.! 1980 
BELGI QUE/BELGIE  74  17.489  33.648  2,2 
DEUTSCHLAND  2.106  589.383  1.215.234- 80,8 
FRANCE  397  4-8.501  80.698  5,4 
IRELAND  74  49.544  '105.225  7,0 
:TALIA 
~  - - -
LUXEi1BOURG  - - - -
NEDERLAND  11;1  7.178  18.117  1,2 
UN I  TED  K  I  NGOOM  189  25.842  51. 711r  3,4 
TOTAL  2.981  738.937  1. 504-.636  100,0 
The  amounts  shown  In  these  tables  are  expressed  in  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  29 
Directive  No  72/161/EEC 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  UA/EUA) 
MEMBER  STATES  Title  I  Title  II  from  the  begin- %  of  total  at  in  1980  ning  of  the 
(1)  (2)  measure  until  31.12.1980 
31.12.1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  44  5.375  77.452  339.138  2,1 
OANr1ARK  4  680  50.276  166.284  1  ;1 
OEUTSCHLMJO  504  8.697  314.281t  2.317. 792  14-,7 
FRANCE  8  132.438  lt.Olr7.135  11.198.906  70,8 
IRELMm  - It.B64  171.1t18  507.272  3,2 
IT ALIA  20(3)  7.627  587.946  865.442  5,5 
t·!EDERLAND  - - - - -
UN I  TED  K  I  NCD0:1  86  718  54.763  415.157  2,6 
r--·----·  ·-f-· 
TOTAL  666  160.399'  5.303.274  15.81 o. 991  100,0 
'--·---
From  the  beginning  of  the  measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  socio-economic  counsellors  trained  and  appointed. 
(2)  Number  of  farmer-trainees  who  have  followed  a complete  course  to  obtain  a new  professional 
qua 1  i fi cation. 
(3)  For  Italy,  a further  25  counsellors  have  been  trained  but  not  yet  appointed. ANNEX  30 
Measures  to  assist  less-favoured  regions 
(Measures  deta i 1  ed  in  annexes  26-31) 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  UA/EUA)(1) 
MEMBER  STATES  from  the  beginning  of 
% of  total  at 
in  1980  the  measure  until  31.12.1980 
31.12.1980  -· 
BELGI QUE/BELGI E  2.478.44-6  8.038.119  2,7 
DANiiARK  - - -
OEUTSC!lLANO  14.448.719  48.489.551  16,0 
FRANCE  27.281.289  81.135.960  26,8 
IRELAND  11t.575.491  !, 5.1t57. 527  15,0 
I  TALl A  735.651t  3.073.416  1,0 
LUXE:1BOURG  498.422  1.014.931  0,3 
NEuERLAND  1.101  1.101  -
UN I  TED  K  I  NG00~1  29. 51t2.405  115.51t2.666  38,2 
--
TOTAL  89.551.527  302.753.271  100,0 
L---- '--· 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  31 
Dl recti ve  No  75/268/EEC 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(in  UA/EUA)  %  of  total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  Title  II  Title  IV  from  the  begin- 31.12.1980 
In  1980  ni ng  of  the 
(1}  (3)  (2)  (3)  measure  unt i1 
31.12.1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  11.696  453  2.478.446  8.038.119  2,7 
DEUTSCHLAND  90.026  352  14.448.719  48.489.551  15,0 
FRMJCE  122.488  303  26.394.969  80.249.639  25,6 
IRELAND  105.439  5.608  14.575.491  45.457.528  15,1 
IT ALIA  43.332  265  735.654  3.073.416  1,0 
LUXEi1BOURG  3.820  - 498.422  1.014.931  0,3 
NEDERLAND  38  - 1.101  1.101  -
UNITED  KlfHilO:i  46.245  90  29.542.405  115.542.666  38,3 
1-·  -1---·-----
TOTAL  423.085  7.071  88.675.207  301.865.951  100,0 
--
From  the  beginning  of  the  measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the  compensatory  allowance  for  natural  handicaps. 
(2)  Number  of  joint  investment  schemes. 
(3)  The  numbers  of  beneficiaries  given  in  the  table represent  those  considered  for  Fund  aid,  I.e. 
not  necessarily  all  the  beneficiaries  in  the  Member  States. 
Directive  No  78/627/EEC 
...-·------.---·  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(in  EUA) 
MEt18ER  STATES  Measure  Number  of  Area  concerned  from  the  begin-
beneficiaries  in  1980  ~ing of  the 
(in  ha)  !measure  unti 1 
31.12.1980 
FRANCE  1.513  927,6503  885.320  886.320 
The  amounts  shown  in  these  tables  are  expressed  in  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  32 
Structural  measures  connected  with  the  common  market  organizations 
(Measures  detai 1  ed  in  the  annexes  33  to  37) 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(in  UA/EUA)  (1)  %  of total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  from  the  beginning  31.12.1980 
in  1980  of  the  measure 
until  31.12.1980 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  4.322.4-30  9.428.267  2,3 
OANtt.ARK  8.962.289  23.499.821  5,8 
DEUTSCHLAND  40.457.724  135.565.314  33,7 
FRANCE  39.212.211  '105.488.425  26,2 
IRELAND  7  .245. 528  11.454.766  2,9 
!TALl A  7.363.243  27.953.660  6,9 
LUXEHBOURG  126.551  775.253  0,2 
NEDERLAND  4.782.882  13.748.639  3,4 
UNITED  KINGDOM  20.647.155  74.921.186  18,6 
TOTAL  133.120.118  402.846.331  100,0 
(1)  The  amounts  shown  In  this table are  expressed  in  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in 
EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  33 
Aid  to  hop  producers 1  organizations 
(Articles  8 and  9 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71  and  Article 3 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2253/77) 
Launching  aid  Conversion  and  restruc- Total  aid  paid  by  the  Reimbursement 
turing aid  Member  State  by  the  Fund 
MEMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  paid  Aid  paid  (in  UA/EUA)  %of  Hectares  (UA/EUA) (2) 
groups  total 
(1)  (1)  (1) 
BELGI QUE/BELGIE  - - 128,1t7  291.779  291.779  2,2  7.561 
DEUTSCHLAND  4  93.388  6845,44  9.817.363  9.910.751  74,8  4.917.083 
FRANCE  - - 467,38  718.244  718.244  5,4  359.122 
IRELAND  - - 8,4-4  2.808  2.808  - 1.404 
UNI TEO  I( I  NOOOii  - - 2177,86  2.335. 582  2.335. 582  17,6  1,109.199 
TOTAL  4  93.388  9627,59  13.165. Tl6  13.259.164  100,0  6.394,369 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978.  The  expenditure  not  yet  reimbursed  has  been  converted at  the 
rate obtaining  on  1.12.1980. 
(2)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  In  EUA  from  1.1.1978. 
Aid  for  fruit  and  vegetab 1  e producers 1  organ! zat ions 
(Article 14  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72) 
--
I  Expenditure  by  Member  State  Reimbursement 
MEMBER  STATES  Groups  f------- by  the  Fund 
set  up  Amount  % of 
(in  UA/EUA)(1)  total  (in UA/EUA) (2) 
--
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  3  1.658.091  4,9  813.300 
DANMARi<  21  1.  729.778  5,2  864.889 
DEUTSCHLAND  78  6.533.711f  19,5  3.266.857 
FRANCE  180  1.692.655  5,0  613.561). 
IRELAND  2  68.572  0,2  34.206 
IT ALIA  63  20.089.185  59,8  7.940.224 
NEDERLAND  5  1.621.340  4,8  317.536 
UN IT ED  K  I  NGOOH  7  200.632  0,6  100.316 
TOTAL  359  33.593.968  100,0  13.950.972 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978.  The  expenditure  not  yet 
reimbursed  has  been  converted  at  the rate obtaining  on  1.12.1980. 
(2)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. 
-ANNEX  34-
Measures  to  encourage  the  development  of  beef  production 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73) 
Number  of  Hl  of  mllk  Premiums  paid  Reimbursement  %  of  total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  beneficiaries  qua 11 fyi ng  for  by  the  Member  by  the  Fund 
State  31.12.1980  the  premium  (in  UA/EUA) (1)  (in  UA/EUA)(1) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  685  359.627  2.613. 926  1.306.963  1,7 
DAN~1ARK  621  568.289  4-.059.894- 2.029.411-7  2,6 
DEUTSCHLAND  7.24-3  4-.133.393  37.476.838  18.738.419  24-,0 
FRANCE  5.719 (2)  3. 702.34-4- 25.879.898  12.947.64-2(3)  16,5 
IRELAND  537  321.730  2.509.112  1.251t.556  1,6 
LUXE11BOURG  4-7  35.491  282.300  141.150  0,2 
NEDERLAND  572  504.766  3.822.688  1.911.341f.  2,4-
Ulll TED  K  I  i~ffi011  6.643  9. 72C.679  79.836.536  39.922.605(4)  51,0 
TOTAL  22.057  19.345.319  155.480.192  78.252.126  100,0 
-
(1)  The  amounts  shown  are  expressed  in  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. 
(2)  Plus  84  farmers  in  the  department  of  Corsica  who  received  premiums  for  the  development  of  spe-
cialized cattle farming. 
(3)  The  amount  of  45.612,15  FF  is to  be  reimbursed  to  the  EAGGF  from  France  following  recoveries  made' 
In  1979. 
(~)  The  amount  of  2.431,75  £is to  be  reimbursed  to  the  EAGGF  from  the  United  Kingdom  following  reco-
veries  made  In  1978  and  1979. 
Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  products  and  for  the 
reconversion  of  dairy  herds 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77) 
(Contribution  of  the  Guidance  Section) 
MH1BER  STATES  Amount  (UA/EUA) (1) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  3.438.945 
DAN MARK  20.517.108 
DEUTSCllLAIJD  102.592.673 
FRANCE  36.644.687 
IRELAND  4.747.587 
LUXEflBOURG  627.751 
NEDERLAND  10.915.012 
UNITED  KINGJot-1  31.184-.128 
TOTAL  210.667.891 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  35 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  leucosis  In  cattle 
(Directive  No  77/391/EEC) 
Slaughterlngs 
MEMBER  STATES  Pursuant  to  Pursuant  to  Pursuant  to  Total  Article 2  Article 3  Article 4 
(bruce 11 os i  s)  (tuberculosis)  (1 eucosls) 
other  other  other  other 
COliS  cattle 
COliS  cattle  cows  cattle 
COliS  cattle 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  19.722  9.507  - - - - 19.722  9.507 
DAN~IARK  - - - - 490  872  490  872 
DEUTSCIILANO  - - - - 63.460  12.653  63.460  12.653 
FRArlCE  285.152  21t.476  41.605  9.325  - - 326.758  33.801 
IRELAUO  ltlt.B47  10.356  19.615  17.0-'t6  - - 64.1t62  27.402 
Ull!TEO  K  I  NGDOli  31t.851t  9.953  - - - - 34.85lt  9.963 
TOTAL  384.575  54.302  61.221  26.371  63.950  13.525  509.745  91t.198 
Reimbursement  by  %  of  total  MEMBER  STATES  the  Fund  reimbursement 
(in  EUA) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  3.592.011  9,3 
DAWIARK  52. 13ft  0,2 
DEUTSCHLAND  5.6It9.1t03  14,6 
FRA!ICE  21.612.821  55,8 
IRELAND  5.382.509  13,9 
UIHTED  KINGJOrl  2.417.187  6,2 
TOTAL  38.716.065  100,0 ANNEX  36 
Measure  to  encourage  conversion  in  wine-growing 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76) 
Number  of  Area  grubbed  Eligible expendi- Reimbursement  by 
MEMBER  STATES  beneficiaries  (in  ha)  ture by  the  the  Fund 
Member  State  (EUA)  (in  EUA) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  1H  8,9437  21.798  10.899 
FRAIJCE  34.760  42.241,4191  59.559.214  29.779.607 
TOTAL  34.907  42.250,3628  59.581.012  29.790.506 
Improvement  of  the  production  and  marketing  of  Community  citrus fruit 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  Title I) 
IT  ALIA 
Expenditure  Expenditure  Extent  of  Reimbursement  by 
~1easure  provided  for  in  incurred  by  Italy  camp 1  et ion  the  Fund 
the  plan  (UA/EUA)  (1).  (in  UA/EUA) (1)  (flU A) 
Replanting  120,83  5. 678.416  4,7 %  2.839.208 
Marketing  71,60  32.538.116  45,4%  16.269.058 
Addi ti ana 1 aid.  96,51  1.726.747  1,8 %  853.37'1· 
TOTAL  289,00  39.943.279  13,8 %  19.971.61f0 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. 
FRANCE 
Expenditure  Expenditure  Extent  of  Reimbursement  by 
Measure  provided  for  in  incurred  by  France  completion  the  Fund 
the  plan  (UA/EUA)  (1)  (in  UA/EUA)(1)  (MUA)  .. 
Replanting  2,43  575.581,72  24,0 %  287.790,86 
Additional  aid  0,03  - - -
TOTAL  2,46  575.531,72  24,0 'f.  287.790,86 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. ANNEX  37 
Launching  aid  to  producers'  organizations  in  the  Fisheries  sector 
(Article  6 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  100/76) 
. 
!~EMBER STATES  Groups  Expenditure  by  the  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
set  up  Member  State 
(UA/EUA)  (1)  (in  UA/EUA)  (1)  % 
DEUTSCHLAND  3  145.796,00  72.898,00  13,3 
FRANCE  13  ~03.457  ,98  201.728,99  36,8 
IRELAND  2  88.846,08  44.423,04  8,1 
IT ALIA  4  83.59"1,50  41.795,75  7,6 
U!IITED  KlllGOOfl  7  375.502,30  187.751,15  34,2 
I 
TOTAL  29  1.097.193,86  548.596,93  100,0 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978. 
Measures  for  reorganizing  Community  fruit  production 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  794/76) 
~-
Eligible  expendi- Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
11EMBER  STATES  Number  of  Area  grubbed  ture  by  the 
beneficiaries  (in  ha)  Member  State  (in  UA/EUA){1)  % 
(in  UA/EUA)  (1) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  215  379,93  517.179  25.'3.590  6,0 
DAN1·1ARK  32  42,32  52.486  26.243  0,6 
DEUTSCHLAND  553  o\31,26  655.963  327.981  7,7 
FRANCE  4.130  5.655,56  6.082.922  3.041.461  71,3 
IT ALIA  3.068  4.474,05  3.884.565  - -
LUXDlBOURG  15  10,95  14.,704  7.352  0,2 
NEDERLAND  538  938,88  1.209.491;.  604.747  14,2 
TOTAL  8.551  11.932,96  12.417.313  4.,266.374  100,0 
(1)  In  UA  up  to  31.12.1977  and  in  EUA  from  1.1.1978.  Expenditure  which  has  not  yet  been  the  subject 
of  reimbursement  has  been  converted  at  the  exchange  rates  in  force  at  1.12.1978. 
(2)  No  payments  were  made  in  1980  under  this measure. I 
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Irregularities relating to  the  Guidance  Section  in  1980  (in  EUA) 
FRArlCE  UNITED  KINC:iJOM 
~1EASURE  Number  of  Number  of  Amount  Amount 
e-.  cases  cases 
Conversion  to  beef  5  lt5.523  2  31.588  R.  1353/73 
Modernization  of  farms  1  9.986  Dir.  72/159  - -
Mountain  and  hill  farming  and 
certain  less-favoured  areas  - - 5  10.025 
Dir.  75/268 
-
TOTAL  5  4-5.523  8  51.599 
,--- -
Amount  recovered  - 11.007  - 14-.961 IRREGJLARITIES  ANNEX  42 
Couunlcatlon  In  accordance  vlth Articles 3 and  5 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72  up  to 31,12,1980 
(In  UA  up  to 31,12,1977  and  In  EU4  froo  1,1,1978) 
Recover\ es 
Started  Casas  closed, 
Recover1 es 
HEHBER  STATES  Casas  recorded  Completed  In  abeyance  coulhenh  abandoned  recovered  ouhtandlng  respected 
No  Amount  No  Amount  No  Amount  Amount  No  Amount  No  Aoount  No  A•ount 
71  1  2,600  1  2.600  - - - - - - - - -
72  3  B. 700  2  4,200  - - - 1  4.500  - - - -
73  11  19.508  7  11,383  - - - " 
8.125  - - - -
BELGIQUE/  74  9  22.106  3  4.500  - - - 4  10,966  2  6,640  .  . 
BELGIE  75  15  54,588  4  5,490  .  .  - 8  44,263  3  4,835  .  . 
76  5  9,637  4  7,847  1  895  895  .  - - .  - . 
77  3  8,790  2  7,329  .  - .  1  1,461  .  .  .  . 
78  7  31,187  1  1,978  .  .  .  4  8,671  2  20,538  .  . 
79  1  3,894  .  .  .  .  .  1  3,894  .  .  .  . 
80  - .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  - .  -
rotal  55  161  010  24  45,327  1  895  895  23  81,880  7  32,013  .  . 
75  4  16,616  4  16,616  .  - - .  .  .  - .  . 
76  10  31,471  9  29,080  .  .  - 1  2,391  .  .  .  . 
77  4  35,199  4  34,544  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  1  655  OANMARK  78  2  6,054  2  6,054  .  .  .  .  .  - - .  -
79  - .  .  .  - .  .  - - .  - .  . 
80  .  - - .  - .  - - - .  - - -
Total  20  89,340  19  86,294  .  .  .  1  2,391  .  - 1  655 
72  31  66,400  31  66,400  - .  - .  .  - - - -
73  7  16,804  7  16,804  .  - - - .  .  - - -
74  2  4,925  1  3,000  .  - - 1  1,925  .  - - -
75  1  2,275  .  .  .  - .  1  2,275  - .  - . 
DEUTSCHLAND  76  7  24,219  4  10,729  - .  - 3  13.490  - - .  -
77  4  15,073  4  15,073  .  - - .  - - .  .  . 
78  11  52,206  5  18,695  2  753  6,219  4  26,539  .  .  .  . 
79  4  29,129  1  2,378  .  .  .  3  26.751  .  .  .  . 
80  - - .  - .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Total  67  211,031  53  133,079  2  753  6,219  12  70,980  - .  - -
71  25  75,275  21  66,875  2  2,175  2,125  2  4,100  - - - -
72  19  65,075  16  58,175  1  1,476  1,024  2  4,400  - .  - -
73  23  75,684  13  38,876  2  864  3,886  3  11,825  5  20,233  - . 
74  13  43,267  8  20,475  1  2,611  1,064  4  19,117  - - - . 
FRANCE  75  71  246,294  61  177,672  3  6,289  2,966  4  48,725  3  9,148  1  1,494 
76  25  79,891  22  62,221  - - - - .  3  17,670  - -
77  57  243,835  47  199,098  3  5,257  3,487  2  16,683  2  7.224  3  12,006 
78  25  87.738  19  64,165  1  1,638  1.723  4  16,306  1  3,906  - -
79  7  41,284  .  .  3  8,991  14,418  3  16,923  - .  1  952 
80  5  45,523  1  2,792  1  8,215  2,681  3  31,835  .  - - . 
o al  270  1,003,866  208  690,349  17  37  516  33,374  27  169m  14  58,181  5  14,532 
75  1  2,965  1  2,965  - - - - .  - - - -
76  1  2.172  1  2.172  - - - .  - - .  - - -
77  - .  - - - .  - - .  - - .  -
IRELAND  78  - - .  - - - - - .  .  .  .  -
79  - - - .  - .  - - - - - - -
80  - .  - - .  - - .  .  - .  - -
Total  2  5,137  2  5,137  - - - - - - - - -
72  a  23,750  7  22,000  - - - - - - - 1  1,750 
73  12  32,775  10  26,425  1  2,646  2,10t,  - - 1  1,500  .  . 
74  10  27,675  8  24,600  .  - .  - - 1  1,375  1  1,700 
75  4  9,625  2  4,575  - - .  - - - - 2  5,050 
NEDERLAND  76  .  .  .  - .  - .  - - - - - -
77  .  - .  - - - - - - - - .  -
78  2  12,942  1  6,321  1  2.071  4,550  - - - .  .  -
79  1  900  1  900  - - - - - .  .  .  -
80  .  - - .  .  - - - .  - - .  -
Total  37  107,667  29  84,821  2  4,717  6,654  .  - 2  2.975  4  8,500 
75  5  51,311  2  17,835  1  2,983  5,966  2  2t,,527  - - - . 
76  11  84,001  5  33,925  1  3,427  3,067  5  43,182  - - - -
UN !TEO  77  1  18,165  - - - - - - - - - 1  18,165 
78  5  52,403  1  3,840  - - - .  - - - 5  48,563 
KINOOO~  79  29*  392,276  3*  7.948  5  12,800  66.758  19  264,942  1  29,584  1  10,1" 
so  8  51.599  4  14,937  1  24  3,240  3  33,398  - .  - . 
Total  60  649,755  15  78,485  8  19,234  79,431  29  366,049  1  29,684  7  76,872 
TOT~l  511  2,227,806  350  1,123,492  30  63,115  126.573  92  691,214  24  122,853  17  100.559 
It  should  be  noted  that tho  amounts  In  this table  represent  aids  and  preolu•s  paid  by  Member  States  for  whlch  the  EAGGF  ls  only  partly  responsible, 
(*)  Of  whlch  2 cases  wlth  no  financial  effects, Breakdovn  of cases  of  lrregular\ty  recorded  up  to 31.12.1980  ANNEX  n 
(in  UA  up  lo 31.12.1977  and  In  EUA  fro•  1.1.1978) 
Non-aarketing  of  mtlk  "Grubbl ng  of  fruit  trees  Conversl on  to  beef  I 
Citrus  fruit  Fru\t  and  vegetable 
MEMBER  STATES  R.  2517/69 
produ·ct f on  Dlr.  72/159  producers  Dir.  75/268  Total 
R.  1975/69  R.  794/76  R.  1353/73  R.  1511/69  R.  1035/72 
No  Amount  Sell ed  Ro  Amount  Set led  No  Amount  Sell ed  No  A111ount  Set led  No  Ar11ount  Set led  No  Amount  Set led  Ho  bount  Set led  No  Amount  Set led 
BELGI QUE/BELGIE  33  100.971  H.OB3  2  7.737  5.1'>0  19  '>B.\08  28.912  1  3.894  - - - - - - - - - - 55  161.010  78.235 
OAHMARK  - - - - - - 19  71.730  69.339  - - - - - - 1  17.610  17.610  - - - 20  89.3-\0  86.9-\9 
OEUTSCHLAI«l  -13  99.875  88.425  1  2.50'>  2.50-1  23  108.652  '>2.903  - - - - - - - - - - - - 67  211.031  133.832 
FRANCE  97  352.576  15'>.113  1  2.000  2.000  171  598.653  493.828  - - - 1  50.637  50.637  - - - - - - 270  1.003.866  800.578 
IRELAND  - - - - - - 2  5.137  ~137  - - - - - - - - - - - - 2  5.137  5.137 
NEDERLAND  3'>  93.815  91.721  - - - 3  13.8-\2  9.191  - - - - - - - - - - - - 37  107.667  101.011 
UNITED  KIN!DOM  - - - - - - -\8  60'>.671  178.'>94  5  35.059  20.806  - - - - - - 7 (1)  10.025  4.975  60  6-IS.755  20-1.275 
TOTAL  207  6H.147  m.m  • 
11.m  9.7H  285  1.-151.093  827.905  6  38.953  10.S06  1  50.637  50.637  1  17.610  17.610  7  10.025  4.975  511  2.227.806  1.\10.01!1 
(1)  Of  which  2 cases  vith  no  f'nancial  effects. 
Hole: The  amounts  in  the  \able represent  aids  and  premiuos  paid  by  the  Heober  Stales  of  vhlch  50%  Is  chargeable  to the  EAGGF  (for Directive  No  72/159/EEC  and  No  75/268/EEC:  25 %). 